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Zusammenfassung: 

Im Rahmen dieser Dissertation wurden zwei Substanzklassen, nämlich (Glyko)Proteine 

sowie wasserlösliche Polyethylenglykole (PEG) mittels MALDI MS (Matrix-unterstützter 

Laser Desorptions-/Ionisationsmassenspektrometrie) und GEMMA (Gas Phase 

Electrophoretic Macromolecular Mobility Analyzer) untersucht, wobei die exakte 

Molekulargewichts-bestimmung bzw. die Bestimmung der Polymerverteilung im Zentrum 

des Interesses standen. Ein zweiter Fokus lag auf der MALDI MS Untersuchung intakter 

Pilzsporen. Des Weiteren wurden enzymatisch generierte Peptide von (Glyko)Proteinen 

untersucht, um optimale „peptide mass fingerprinting (PMF)“ Bedingungen für die 

Proteinidentifizierung zu finden. Die dafür notwendige Probenvorbereitung ist sowohl von 

den instrumentellen Anforderungen als auch stark von den Analyteigenschaften abhängig 

und bedarf daher einer Entwicklung und Optimierung in vielerlei Richtungen. 

Eine Vielzahl an Probenvorbereitungsschritten ist für die Charakterisierung von Proteinen 

und noch viel mehr von Glykoproteinen (z.B. Erythropoietine) notwendig, von denen 

einige sehr zeit- und arbeitsintensiv sind. Vor allem die Sichtbarmachung der Protein- bzw. 

Glykoproteinbanden nach der Auftrennung mittels ein- oder zweidimensionaler planarer 

Gelelektrophorese ist zeitaufwendig, da besonders die kovalent gebundenen 

Zuckerstrukturen die Wechselwirkung zwischen dem Proteinrückgrad und den 

Farbpigmenten be- oder sogar verhindern. Unterstützt man den Färbeprozess mit 

optimierter Mikrowellenstrahlung, kann die Färbedauer bei gleichbleibender Sensitivität 

signifikant verkürzt werden. Außerdem findet durch die Mikrowellenbehandlung eine 

zusätzliche Denaturierung der Proteine statt und die Gelmatrix wird aufgeweitet, wodurch 

der enzymatische Verdau und die anschließende Extraktion der Peptide aus der Gelmatrix 

positiv beeinflusst werden. Nach PMF mittels MALDI-MS konnten höhere 

Aminosäuresequenzabdeckungen erzielt werden, ein wichtiger Faktor für die 

Identifizierung von (Glyko)Proteinen.  

Die Charakterisierung des von Willebrand Faktors (vWF), eines adhäsiven Glykoproteins, 

war auf Grund seines hohen Molekulargewichtes und seiner Multimerstruktur eine große 
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Herausforderung für MALDI MS und GEMMA. Es wurde ein 

Probenvorbereitungsprotokoll, bestehend aus Aufreinigung, Reduktion der 

Disulfidbrücken und Entfernung von Salzen und Detergenzien, entwickelt, das erstmals 

eine exakte Molekulargewichtsbestimmung mittels MALDI MS und GEMMA 

ermöglichte. 

PEGs (mit reaktiven Gruppen) werden auf Grund ihrer Eigenschaften, nicht toxisch, nicht 

immunogen und wasserlöslich, oft für die Konjugation an Proteine oder Peptide 

herangezogen. Bevor jedoch PEGs für pharmazeutische Anwendungen eingesetzt werden 

können, müssen sie genau charakterisiert werden, wobei das Hauptaugenmerk auf einer 

exakten Molekulargewichtsbestimmung und der Bestimmung der Polydispersität jedes 

einzelnen Batches liegt. Eine Gegenüberstellung der GEMMA und MALDI MS 

Polymerdaten einiger PEGs ergab eine gute Übereinstimmung der beiden Methoden und 

auch eine gute Übereinstimmung mit den Daten (basierend auf orthogonalen Techniken), 

die von der Herstellerfirma angegeben wurden. 

Die Identifizierung und Klassifizierung von Mikroorganismen, wie Bakterien und Pilze, ist 

von großer Bedeutung in der Landwirtschaft, Lebensmitteltechnologie und in der 

medizinischen  Forschung und Diagnostik. Viele mikrobiologische Standardmethoden sind 

jedoch mit hohem Zeit-, Kosten- und Arbeitsaufwand verbunden. ICMS (Intact Cell Mass 

Spectrometry) basierend auf MALDI Flugzeit MS stellt eine schnelle und zuverlässige 

Alternative dar. Es konnten erstmals Oberflächenproteinprofile von intakten Sporen 

unterschiedlicher Fusarium Spezies mit einer speziell optimierten Präparationstechnik 

generiert werden und auf Grund von Profilunterschieden in den Massenspektren konnten 

die Fusarien differenziert und identifiziert werden (im Falle des Vorhandenseins von 

Referenzspektren). Der Focus lag dabei auf in Österreich vorkommenden, mykotoxin-

produzierenden Fusarium Spezies. Dafür musste eine Waschprozedur für die Sporen (nach 

der Züchtung), ein optimiertes MALDI Matrixsystem und eine passende Probenpräparation 

sowie ein neues MALDI MS Setup entwickelt werden.  
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Abstract: 

Within the scope of this Ph. D. thesis two types of analytes, namely (glyco)proteins and 

water-soluble synthetic polymers, were investigated by means of matrix-assisted laser 

desorption/ionization time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrometry (MALDI MS) and gas phase 

electrophoretic macromolecular mobility analyzer (GEMMA). The main focus was the 

accurate molecular mass determination and the determination of the polymer distribution. 

Furthermore intact spores from Fusarium species were characterized by means of MALDI 

MS. Whereas the third topic concentrated on the optimization of peptide mass 

fingerprinting (PMF) conditions by means of analysis of proteolytic (glyco)peptides. A 

continuous optimization of the required sample preparation was necessary and strongly 

dependent on the instrumental requirements as well as on the properties exhibited by the 

analyte itself. 

A high number of sample preparation steps are necessary for the characterization of 

proteins by PMF especially of glycoproteins (e.g. erythropoietins) and some of them are 

quite time as well as labor intensive. Especially the visualization of (glyco)protein bands 

separated by 1- or 2-dimensional planar gel electrophoresis can be quiet challenging, 

because the covalently linked carbohydrate moieties can inhibit the protein-dye interaction 

or protein-silver reaction and therefore slow down or even completely prevent the staining 

process. By supporting the staining process with optimized microwave irradiation a 

significant reduction of the staining duration without loss of sensitivity could be achieved. 

Furthermore the microwave treatment leads to increased denaturation of the analytes and to 

an expansion of the surrounding gel matrix, thus improving the enzymatic digestion and 

the subsequent extraction process of the generated peptides. The mass spectrometric 

analysis (PMF) of the proteolytic peptides yielded a higher amino acid sequence coverage, 

which is important for identification of intact (glyco)proteins.  

The characterization of von Willebrand factor (vWF), an adhesive glycoprotein circulating 

in the human blood plasma, is quiet challenging due to its high molecular weight and its 

multimeric character. A sample preparation procedure consisting of desalting/purification 
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(removal of salts and detergents) and reduction of disulfide bridges was developed, which 

enabled an accurate molecular weight determination by means of MALDI linear TOF MS 

and nano electrospray (nES) GEMMA.  

Due to its outstanding properties, non-toxic, non-immunogenic, and high solubility in 

water, poly(ethylene glycols) (PEGs) carrying a reactive group are commonly used for 

conjugation to proteins or peptides. Nevertheless, prior to pharmaceutical application the 

PEGs have to be characterized according to their accurate molecular weight and their 

degree of polydispersity. The techniques nES GEMMA and MALDI MS of such PEGs 

yielded high-quality data which were quite comparable as well as in excellent agreement 

with the data stated by the manufacturer (based on orthogonal techniques as e.g. size 

exclusion chromatography with light scattering).  

Identification and classification of micro-organisms, e.g. bacteria and fungi, is of great 

importance in the field of agriculture, food production, homeland security as well as in 

medical research and diagnosis. Most of the commonly used microbiological techniques 

are highly time, cost and labor intensive. Therefore intact cell mass spectrometry (ICMS) 

based on MALDI TOF MS offers a fast and reliable alternative. Mass spectrometric 

profiles of the analytes present on the surface of the intact micro-organism are generated. 

According to occurring differences in the profiles the micro-organisms can be 

differentiated and identified. For the first time spores of mycotoxin-producing Fusarium 

species common in Austria were analyzed by means of such an approach. A washing 

procedure for the spores (after cultivation), MALDI matrix system, sample preparation and 

MALDI MS setup, has been developed successfully and allowed the differentiation of 

various Fusarium species. 
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1 Introduction to MALDI-TOF MS and GEMMA for 

the characterization of biopolymers and synthetic 

polymers 
 

Characterization of biomolecules and polymers can be performed with a variety of 

analytical methods1, such as gel electrophoresis, immunology, chromatography, 

spectroscopy, and mass spectrometry. Each of these analytical methods shows individual 

advantages as well as disadvantages, but they all require some sort of sample preparation 

procedures (purification, concentration, desalting and solubilisation etc.) as salts, 

detergents or contaminations present in the for example biological sample influence their 

analytical characteristics and the analytical process in general. This Ph.D. thesis deals with 

several sample preparation approaches required for the characterization of peptides, 

(glyco)proteins, synthetic polymers and intact micro-organisms performed subsequently by 

means of vacuum matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization mass spectrometry time-of-

flight mass spectrometry (MALDI-TOF MS) and nano electrospray gas phase 

electrophoretic macromolecular mobility analysis (GEMMA). 

Nowadays mass spectrometric approaches such as MALDI or electrospray ionization (ESI) 

MS are commonly used for the characterization of biomolecules, biopolymers and 

technical polymers with respect to molecular weight determination, heterogeneity, 

elucidation of posttranslational modifications of proteins or investigation of the degree of 

polydispersity. MALDI-TOF MS exhibits a number of advantages which makes it suited 

for the characterization of a wide range of analytes, such as peptides 2, 3, (glyco)proteins 4, 

intact micro-organisms 5 and synthetic polymers 6. It offers a high tolerance (relative to 

ESI related techniques) against salts and detergents as well as fast and accurate 

determination of the analytes molecular weight. Furthermore the generation of mainly 

singly charged molecular ions facilitates the ease of data interpretation. In combination 

with a linear TOF mass analyzer, which theoretically allows an unlimited accessible m/z 

range, MALDI MS provides in a large number of cases molecular weight as well as 

heterogeneity information of the investigated analyte. Nevertheless, depending on the 

analyte various MALDI matrix compounds can be applied and for each individual 

matrix/analyte system the sample preparation technique as well as the UV laser irradiation 

conditions have to be optimized in terms of obtainable mass spectral information (peak 
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number and intensity) and mass spectra reproducibility. An essential prerequisite to obtain 

optimal MALDI mass spectra are the evenly embedding of the analyte into the matrix 

crystal and the formation of a homogeneous matrix/analyte crystal layer on the MALDI 

target. Beside the choice of the matrix compound and the sample preparation technique 

itself also salts and detergents present in the sample solution as well as contaminations 

arising from the solvent system or the matrix compound influence the crystallization 

process and the subsequent UV laser-based desorption/ionization process. Therefore the 

development and evaluation of an efficient and fast sample purification/desalting 

procedure is of great importance for all MALDI MS based analysis. 

Although MALDI-TOF MS provides in principle an unlimited accessible m/z range, 

several practical limitations, such as low detector efficiencies and enhanced fragmentation 

induced by the high laser irradiations, set boundaries to the application of MALDI-TOF 

MS for the characterization of intact high molecular mass molecules. A recently developed 

analytical method based on the determination of the analytes electrophoretic mobility 

diameter (EMD) at atmospheric pressure, called gas phase electrophoretic macromolecular 

mobility analyzer (GEMMA) 7, can overcome these limitations and extend the m/z range in 

the Mega- to Gigadalton range. Multiply charged macromolecular ions are generated via 

nano ESI and charge reduced by a bipolar atmosphere generated by a 210Po source to 

obtain neutral and positive as well as negative singly charged molecules (particles). These 

ions are size separated according to their EMD using a nano differential mobility analyzer 

(nDMA) and detected by means of a condensation particle counter (µCPC) based on a 

direct optical principle. The nano ESI GEMMA approach allows fast and sensitive analysis 

and size determination of analytes in a range from the low kDa to high GigaDa, such as 

proteins 8, protein complexes 9, polymers 10or intact viruses8. Similar to MALDI-TOF MS, 

nano ESI GEMMA provides singly charged molecular ions (in contrast to ESI mass 

spectrometry with the domination of multiply charged molecules), thus facilitating the easy 

data interpretation. Nevertheless, as a stable nano ESI process in the cone-jet mode is 

required for generation of the molecular ions/charged particles and therefore for the 

acquisition of GEMMA spectra, high amounts of salts and detergents present in the sample 

have to be removed, due to their destabilizing effects on the nano ESI process and its 

negative effect on the EMD determination. 
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1.1 Matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization mass 

spectrometry  

 

Since the 1970s laser irradiation is used to generate ions for mass spectrometric analysis 1-

3. Laser desorption ionization (LDI) is based on the direct energy transfer to the sample by 

absorption of the analyte molecule. Due to the different spectral absorptions at the applied 

laser wavelength only highly absorbing molecules could be detected, whereas ionization of 

none or less absorbing molecules was accompanied by extensive fragmentation. 

Furthermore, the thermal degradation did not allow desorption and ionization of larger 

molecules as intact entities, therefore the accessible molecular mass range of LDI was 

below 2 kDa. 

In the 1980s Hillenkamp 4 as well as Tanaka 5 were able to overcome these limiting factors 

by embedding the analyte molecules into a highly UV absorbing matrix. Using the matrix 

as energy mediator controllable and efficient energy transfer was obtained and thermal 

degradation of the analyte molecules caused by excessive energy could be avoided mainly 

due the short time frame (low picoseconds range) of the laser pulse. Nowadays this 

technique, called vacuum matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization mass spectrometry 

(MALDI MS), is widely used for the characterization of biopolymers, proteins and 

peptides 6-9, as well as oligosaccharides 10, 11, synthetic polymers 12-14 and nucleic acids 15, 

16. Recently new applications for MALDI MS are investigated, e.g. classification of intact 

micro-organisms (bacteria, fungi) 17-19 and profiling and imaging mass spectrometry of 

tissue sections 20-22.  

 

1.1.1 The MALDI matrix 

Since the introduction of MALDI MS numerous matrix compounds were investigated. 

Beside universal characteristics, low molecular weight, lack of chemical reactivity, 

solubility in analyte compatible solvents and vacuum stability, MALDI matrices provide 

several essential functions 23. The most important one is the high spectral absorption of the 

exciting laser wavelength, allowing controllable and efficient energy transfer to the analyte 

and thus optimizing the desorption/ionization process. Furthermore the matrix separates 

the analyte molecules preventing analyte aggregation and clustering.  
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Nearly all matrix substances suitable for UV-MALDI MS are small aromatic molecules. 

The most prominent group are aromatic carbonic acids, including cinnamic acid 

derivatives, e.g. α-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid, 3-methoxy-4-hydroxycinnamic acid 

(ferulic acid), 3,5-dimethoxy-4-hydroxycinnamic acid (sinapic acid) and benzoic acid 

derivatives, e.g. 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid. Other commonly applied matrices are 2,6-

dihydroxyacetophenone, 2,4,6-trihydroxyacetophenone and 1,8,9-trihydroxyanthracene 

(dithranol). Not all MALDI matrix systems consist of one matrix substance, it is reported 

that mixtures of different types of matrices enhance the performance of MALDI MS 

experiments 24, 25. Beside the above mentioned solid matrix substances, also liquid matrix 

systems (4-nitroaniline and 3-nitrobenzylalcohol), metal powders (nano Co particles) or 

inorganic salts in glycerol forming light absorbing dispersions and ionic liquids, such as 

salts of the common acidic MALDI matrix substances with organic cations, are applied for 

UV-MALDI MS. 

 

1.1.2 The MALDI sample preparation 

In general, the analyte as well as the matrix substance are dissolved in identical or at least 

compatible solvents, in most cases mixtures of organic solvents, e.g. acetonitrile, ethanol 

and methanol, with water or 0.1 % trifluoroacetic acid. As mentioned above separation of 

the individual analyte molecules is crucial for acquiring good MALDI mass spectra. To 

meet this demand typically a 103 to 104 times molar excess of matrix molecules compared 

to analyte molecules is applied.  

In case of solid matrix substances embedding of the analyte into the matrix crystals has to 

be achieved using several different ways of sample preparation techniques 26, 27, e.g. thin 

layer, sandwich, dried droplet and mixed volumes technique. For the thin layer technique 

matrix solution is applied onto the MALDI target forming a thin layer of matrix crystals 

and the sample solution is applied on top of this dried layer. The upper matrix layer is 

dissolved in the sample solution facilitating the embedding of the sample into the top 

matrix layer. The application of another matrix layer on top of the thin layer preparation, 

thus forming a matrix-sample-matrix sandwich is therefore referred to as sandwich 

preparation technique. Beside the deposition of the sample solution onto pre-formed matrix 

crystal layers, the application of mixtures of sample and matrix solutions onto the MALDI 

target can be used as sample preparation technique. Directly mixing of sample and matrix 

solution on the MALDI target facilitates a more evenly embedding of the analyte into the 
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matrix crystals, thus homogeneously distributed matrix/analyte crystal layers are formed. 

An even easier and faster sample preparation can be obtained by pre-mixing the sample 

and matrix solution in a tube and applying an aliquot of this mixture onto the MALDI 

target, referred to as mixed volumes technique.  

 

1.1.3 The MALDI process 

Ion formation during the MALDI process occurs within a few femtoseconds. For UV-

lasers, typical pulse durations range from 0.5 to 10 ns, laser spot diameters on the sample 

are in the range of 30 to 150 µm and laser penetration depth into the sample in the range of 

50 to 300 nm 23. Dependent on the used matrix system, the applied sample preparation 

technique and the laser properties, e.g. wavelength, spot diameter, the threshold irradiances 

for ion generation varies. Generally threshold irradiances of 1 × 106 to 5 ×  107 W/cm2 are 

observed.  

Even though MALDI MS is a widely used analytical method, until now there is no 

generally valid model for the MALDI desorption/ionization process. The currently 

discussed models divide ion formation into two steps, primary and secondary ionization 28. 

First primary ionization generates ionic species from neutral molecules or ion pairs, 

whereas secondary ionization is based on ion-molecule reactions which take place in the 

MALDI plume and generate secondary ions. These secondary ions, mainly protonated 

molecular ions, reach to a certain extent after crossing the mass analyzer finally the 

detector.  

 

Primary ionization 
Multiphoton ionization 

A straightforward explanation for ion generation with laser excitation of an absorbing 

organic molecule is the single molecule multiphoton ionization, leading to a matrix radical 

cation. 
−+° +⎯⎯ →⎯ eMM hvn )(  

Due to the observation of free electrons emitted from the sample and the fact that matrix 

radical cations are observed for many commonly used MALDI matrices, this process was 

considered to be the key to most other MALDI ions. Nevertheless this process is rather 

unlikely, because the calculated ionization potentials for commonly used MALDI matrices 
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are too high for a two-photon step and the possibility of a three-photon ionization is too 

low due to the used laser irradiances.  

 

Energy pooling and multicenter models 

Another possibility to generate matrix radical cations or highly excited matrix molecules is 

that two or more separately excited matrix molecules pool their energy.  

−°+

−+°

++⎯→⎯+

++⎯→⎯⎯→⎯

eAMMAMM

eMMMMMM hv

**

**2

 

It is statistically more likely that a neighboring molecule of an excited molecule absorbs a 

photon rather than that the already excited molecule will be hit by a second photon. Thus 

the energy pooling mechanism will be favored, if it can occur.  

 

Excited-state proton transfer (ESPT) 

A very attractive though speculative ionization model, because it requires only one photon, 

is ESPT. It is based on the presumption of enhanced acidity of excited matrix molecules. 

Acting as proton donor, neighboring analyte or ground state matrix molecules become 

protonated and the excited matrix molecule relaxes.  

+−

+−

+−⎯→⎯+

+−⎯→⎯+

⎯→⎯+
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Disproportionation reactions 

Some matrices will function in positive and as well in negative ion mode, thus it may seem 

that positive and negative matrix signals are correlated and that the disproportionation 

reaction model may be an active ionization mechanism.  
+− +−⎯→⎯⎯→⎯ MHHMMMM nhv )()(2 *  

 

Further primary ionization mechanisms are the desorption of preformed ions or thermal 

ionization. The model of desorption of preformed ions is based on the presumption that 

ions are already present in the solid sample and are released by the laser pulse. However, 

this mechanism has to be restricted to intrinsically ionic compounds such as “tagged” 
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species (e.g. quaternary ammonium or phosphonium derivatives of peptides), molecules 

that form strong metal-ion complexes (e.g. crown ethers, metal-binding proteins) and 

highly acidic analytes. For two-phase matrix systems (graphite particles in glycerol) 

thermal ionization is a possible ionization mechanism.  

 

Secondary ionization 
Due to molecular dynamics simulations the MALDI plume 29 can be seen as a very rapid 

explosive solid-to-gas phase transition. The large excess of neutral matrix molecules 

present in the MALDI plume is the ideal prerequisite for a wide range of ion-molecule 

collisions/reactions involving proton transfer reaction, cationization reactions and electron 

transfer reactions. 

Matrix-matrix proton transfer reactions of matrix radical cations provide intermediates 

which are able to protonate neutral analyte molecules by matrix-analyte proton transfer 

reactions. Cationized molecules, e.g. adduct ions with sodium or potassium, are mainly 

generated through ion-molecule reactions in the gas phase.  

 

1.1.4 The Time-of-flight Analyzer 

After successful desorption and ionization of the analyte, the ions have to be accelerated 

and separated by a mass analyzer. Several different types of mass analyzers are applied for 

MALDI mass spectrometry, e.g. quadrupole ion trap – time-of-flight (QIT-TOF), 

quadrupole – time-of-flight (Q-TOF), triple quadrupoles (QqQ), linear ion traps (LIT) and 

Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance – time-of-flight (FTICR-TOF). However the 

most frequently applied approach is a coupling of MALDI with a time-of-flight (TOF) 

analyzer.  

Mass analysis by a TOF analyzer is based on the fact that the time the ions need to pass the 

drift tube and reach the detector is directly correlated with their mass to charge (m/z) ratio, 

mathematically described in equations 1 to 3.  

UzemvEkin 0

2

2
==  (equation 1) 

The kinetic energy Ekin of an accelerated ion is dependent on mass m and velocity v. 

Furthermore Ekin can be described as a function of the applied acceleration voltage U and 

the number of charges of the ion z. The elementary electric charge is termed as e0 (equ. 1). 
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t
sv =    (equation 2) 

The velocity v can be calculated by dividing the length of the drift zone s by the time t the 

ion needs to pass this zone and reach the detector (equ. 2). Substitution of equation 1 in 

equation 2 provides equation 3, yielding the obtained m/z ratio as a function of the applied 

acceleration voltage, the time the ions need to reach the detector and the length of the drift 

zone.  

2

22
s
Ut

z
m
=   (equation 3) 

A TOF spectrum is obtained by recording the signal intensity as a function of time. The 

corresponding m/z ratios can be calculated from the equation above and the conversion of 

the spectrum’s x-axis from time to m/z ratio is performed by an empirically determined 

calibration function.  

MALDI ion formation occurs within a few ps after the laser pulse and thereof the starting 

point for TOF mass analysis can be precisely timed. The obtained molecular ions are 

accelerated towards the detector by an electric field, which is applied by a high potential 

difference (typically 3-40 keV) between the sample target and a grid or lens system (3-15 

mm distance). After leaving the electrical field the ions pass a field free drift zone applied 

between the acceleration grid and the detector, which is commonly 0.1 - 3 m long.  

Compared to other mass analyzers, such as quadrupole or ion trap systems, application of 

the TOF mass analyzer has two main advantages. First, a TOF mass analyzer theoretically 

has no limit of the accessible m/z range. Nevertheless, practical limitations result from low 

detector efficiencies and decreasing resolutions for high mass molecular ions and the 

enhanced fragmentation induced by the high laser irradiations and elevated acceleration 

voltages. Secondly, almost all generated molecular ions are detected, hence no scanning 

function is required and therefore mass spectra acquisition can be performed much faster 

than with other mass analyzers (i.e. practical no duty cycle).  

Based on an ideal model, all ions of the same mass and charge state are detected at the 

same time, thus infinite small signals can be obtained. Nevertheless in reality identical ions 

reach the detector at slightly different times, yielding Gaussian shaped signals. Several 

processes arising from the desorption/ionization process 30 contribute to this signal 

broadening. Due to the finite duration of the laser pulse ions are generated at various times. 

Furthermore a number of effects influence the kinetic energy. Variations of the initial 

velocities of ions with identical mass, spatial distribution resulting from ionization at 
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different locations within the expanding MALDI plume and collisions of matrix and 

analyte ions during the early acceleration phase cause a certain distribution of the kinetic 

energy. It is possible to enhance the mass spectrometric resolution by applying a reflectron 

(or even multiturn TOFs) or utilize pulsed or time delayed extraction technique.  

A very effective and elegant way of reducing the energy spread is the application of an 

electrostatic energy mirror, referred to as reflectron 31. In the reflectron the ions are 

decelerated and reflected under a small angle to a second detector. Ions possessing a higher 

kinetic energy than ions with identical mass but lower kinetic energy penetrate the applied 

electrical field more deeply. Therefore faster ions take a longer way to the detector, than 

slower ions. Optimization of the reflectrons geometry and voltages allows spatial and time 

focusing of the ions, leading to an increase in mass spectrometric resolution. 

Further reduction of the peak broadening can be achieved with time delayed extraction, 

first reported in 1990 32 but based on principles already stated in 1955 by Wiley and 

McLarren 33. An intermediate plate is applied between the sample holder and the final 

grid/lens. For time delayed extraction the same overall voltage is applied to the sample 

holder and the intermediate grid, thus no extraction field is applied during the laser pulse, 

whereas a high potential difference is applied between the intermediate grid and the final 

grid/lens. After an appropriate time delay the extraction field is applied by a high voltage 

pulse to the intermediate grid. According to the rather long time delays compared to the 

laser pulse duration it is assumed that ion formation is finished before the ion extraction, 

thus the effect of the initial time spread is compensated. Furthermore the expansion of the 

MALDI plume can occur without interference of the extraction field, leading to less 

matrix-analyte collisions and therefore to a reduction of the kinetic energy distribution. 

Spatial distribution is compensated by space focusing. Ions with higher initial velocities 

are able to move further away from the sample slid and gain therefore less kinetic energy 

when the extraction field is applied. Through optimizing delay time and extraction field 

force the kinetic energy distribution can be compensated at least across a certain m/z range.  

 

1.1.5 The optimization of the MALDI sample preparation for 

different kinds of analytes 

MALDI mass spectrometry exhibits a number of advantages which make it dedicated for 

the characterization of a wide range of analytes, such as peptides 6-8, (glyco)proteins 10, 11, 
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intact micro-organisms 17-19, synthetic polymers 13, 14. MALDI MS mostly provides singly 

charged ions facilitating data interpretation over a wide mass range, thus m/z information 

can be obtained relative easily. Furthermore it offers a high tolerance against salts and 

detergents (particularly compared to ESI) as well as speed, accuracy and the possibility of 

automatization. Nevertheless, for different types of analytes the MALDI MS setup has to 

be optimized, namely sample purification, MALDI matrix system and MALDI sample 

preparation technique. Depending on the analyte different types of MALDI matrices are 

favored. Matrices commonly applied for the analysis of proteins and peptides are α-cyano-

4-hydroxycinnamic acid 34, 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid 35, 3,5-dihydroxy-4-cinnamic acid 

(sinapic acid) 36 and 3-methoxy-4-hydroxycinnamic acid (ferulic acid) 36. 2,4,6-

trihydroxyacteophenone is used for the analysis of glycoproteins 37. For the analysis of 

synthetic polymers 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid 12 and 1,8,9-trihydroxyenthracene 

(dithranol) 13 are used. Also mixtures of two to several matrix substances can be applied as 

MALDI matrices. The mixture of 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid and 2-hydroxy-

5methoxybenzoic acid, referred to as super DHB 25, is applied for the analysis of 

oligosaccharides and synthetic polymers, whereas the mixture of 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic 

acid and α-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid is said to enhance the analysis of proteins and 

peptides 24. As mentioned above analyte as well as matrix substance are dissolved in 

identical or at least compatible solvents, in most cases mixtures of water or 0.1 %TFA with 

acetonitrile, acetone, methanol or ethanol. Prior to the selection of the solvent system two 

points have to be considered. First, the matrix substance has to be dissolvable in the 

selected solvent system and secondly, degradation of the analyte has to be prevented. 

Accompanied with the selection of the matrix system is the choice of the MALDI sample 

preparation technique, which should ensure a proper embedding of the analyte into the 

matrix crystal. To obtain useful mass spectra from thin layer technique formation of a thin 

homogeneous matrix crystal layer is required, only provided by matrix systems consisting 

of highly volatile organic solvents, e.g. acetone or chloroform, thus ensuring fast 

evaporation. Applying thin layer technique to matrix compounds only soluble in mixtures 

of organic solvents and water or 0.1 % TFA results in formation of larger crystals 

irregularly distributed throughout the whole spot. After application of the sample solution 

on top of such a layer, embedding of the analyte into the matrix crystal will also occur 

irregularly, forming so called “sweet” spots. If data acquisition is done manually, one can 

search for these “sweet” spots and obtain significant and mostly reproducible mass spectra. 

Contrary, if data acquisition is done automatically via rastering the sample spot decreased 
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mass spectral quality in terms of decreased signal-to-noise ratio is observed. A possibility 

to overcome this irregular distribution of matrix/analyte crystals is the application of 

another matrix layer on top of the thin layer preparation, referred to as sandwich technique. 

Due to the dissolving and recrystallisation step a more homogeneously distributed crystal 

layer is formed. Another commonly used sample preparation technique based on mixing 

the sample and matrix solution directly on the MALDI target is the dried droplet technique, 

yielding a quite homogeneous crystal layer. The more evenly embedding into the matrix 

crystal layer allows a more homogeneously desorption/ionization of the analyte, thus 

yielding highly reproducible mass spectra. Another sample preparation technique based on 

mixing sample and matrix solution is referred to as mixed volumes technique, whereof 

sample and matrix are pre-mixed in a tube prior to application onto the MALDI target. 

Directly mixing of sample and matrix solution on the MALDI target is always 

accompanied with some handling inaccuracies, e.g. droplet position, time frame between 

sample deposition and addition of matrix solution, which can lead to less reproducible 

mass spectra. Hence, application of a pre-mixed sample/matrix solution minimizes these 

inaccuracies. Obviously a homogeneous crystallization is essential for acquisition of 

significant and reproducible mass spectra. Beside matrix substances, solvent system and 

applied sample preparation technique also higher amounts of salts and/or detergents 

present in the sample solution can influence the crystallization behavior. A commonly used 

and fast approach to remove salts and detergents are miniaturized chromatographic beds 

fixed in a pipette tip. Several types of chromatographic stationary phases can be utilized to 

purify and concentrate small amounts of sample solution, e.g. reversed phase material (C4 

and C18 alkyl surface groups) and hydrophilic interaction materials. Other methods for 

sample purification and concentration are e.g. miniaturized size exclusion chromatography, 

ultrafiltration and drop dialysis. 
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1.2 Gas phase electrophoretic macromolecular mobility 

analyzer  

 

In the beginning mass spectrometry was focused on the analysis of small molecules. A 

prerequisite for the applied ionization techniques, such as electron impact ionization 1, 

chemical ionization 2 and photo-ionization 3, were gaseous molecules. The high thermal 

energy required for vaporizing high mass molecules results rather in thermal degradation 

and fragmentation than in desorption and ionization. The development of new 

desorption/ionization techniques, such as field desorption 4, plasma desorption 5, fast atom 

bombardment 6 and liquid secondary ion mass spectrometry 7 allowed the desorption and 

ionization of larger molecules as intact entities in one step. Subsequently first successes in 

the characterization of intact polymers and biopolymers could be achieved. Nevertheless, 

high backgrounds and decreasing ion currents with increasing molecular weights as well as 

the development of improved desorption/ionization techniques prevented a widespread 

application of these approaches. Nowadays, vacuum matrix-assisted laser 

desorption/ionization mass spectrometry (MALDI MS) 8 and electrospray ionization mass 

spectrometry (ESI MS) 9 are the most prominent mass spectrometric approaches applied 

for the characterization of intact high mass molecules, such as synthetic polymers and 

biopolymers, as DNA or proteins. Even though mass spectrometric approaches allow fast 

and accurate molecular weight determination of large molecules a number of 

disadvantages are associated with these analytical methods. Difficulties in the 

determination of the charge state of multiply charged ions in the high mass range can arise. 

Detectors based on secondary electron emission, such as a micro channel plate detector, 

are velocity dependent, thus they lose sensitivity for higher molecule masses. In the case of 

MALDI MS sample preparation and laser irradiation conditions have to be optimized for 

each individual matrix/analyte combination, whereas in the case of ESI MS more or less 

salt free samples are required.  

To overcome these disadvantages a recently developed analytical method based on the 

determination of the analytes electrophoretic mobility diameter (EMD), called gas phase 

electrophoretic macromolecular mobility analyzer (GEMMA) can be applied (instrument 

setup see Figure 1.1). Multiply charged macromolecular ions are generated via nano 

electrospray (nES) and charge reduced by a bipolar atmosphere generated by a Polonium-

210 source to obtain neutral and singly charged ions/particles. These ions are size 
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separated according to their EMD using a nano differential mobility analyzer (nDMA) and 

detected by means of a condensation particle counter (µCPC). Analytes in the mass range 

from kDa to higher GDa can be analyzed and characterized according to their size, e.g. 

proteins 10, protein complexes 10-12, polymers 13, 14, bacteriophages 15, viruses 10 and 

inorganic particles 16.  

 

 
Figure 1.1: Schematic illustration of the applied GEMMA instrument. 

 

1.2.1 Generation of charged particles 

Electrospray ionization  
Electrospray ionization of liquids is based on the application of a high voltage (few kV) 

between the conductive liquid in the capillary and an orifice plate mounted opposite the 

capillary exit. The applied electrical field induces charge separation at the surface of the 

liquid and thus net charging of the droplet. Depending on various influencing parameters 
17, e.g. applied voltage, capillary diameter and liquid properties, several working modes 
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can be distinguished 18. Due to stability and formation of small highly charged droplets the 

most commonly used functional mode in GEMMA systems is the cone-jet mode 19.  
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1. Primary ions, 1.5 µm diameter and approx. 60 000 charges 

2. Offspring droplets, 0.1 µm diameter and 500 charges 

3. Final evaporation/fission step, 0.003 µm diameter and 250 charges 

 

Figure 1.2: Scheme of the droplet fission cascade with charge and diameter values stated 

in literature 20 

 

At a certain field strength, the electrostatic force equals the surface tension and a perfect 

cone at the tip of the capillary referred to as Taylor-cone20, is formed. Further increase of 

the applied voltage leads to the release of small and uniform droplets. According to the 

solvent evaporation the diameter of these primary droplets decreases, till the repulsive 

Coulomb force equals the surface tension, referred to as the Rayleigh-limit. Further solvent 

evaporation leads to Coulomb fission 21, forming a set of smaller offspring droplets. After 

several solvent evaporation and Coulomb fission cycles very small droplets containing a 

low number of analyte molecules are formed. Two different models for the final process 

leading to the generation of gas-phase ions are stated in literature, namely the charge 

residue model (CRM) and the ion evaporation model (IEM). The CRM proposed by Dole 
22 and Röllgen 23 states that solvent evaporations and Coulomb fissions proceed until the 

analyte molecule remains and takes up the excess charges of the host droplet which holds 

true for large and polar molecules. The main focus of the IEM proposed by Iribarne and 

Thomson 24 is that the field on the surface of very small highly charged droplets becomes 

strong enough to enable the analyte molecules to overcome to solvation forces and escape 
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the droplet. This model is valid mainly for small molecules and singly charged ions. In 

case of the “so-called” con jet mode primary droplets of uniform size (already in the 

nanometer size range) are generated in the form of pearls on a linear string. This mode is 

used for the subsequent charge reduction process via the Polonium-210 source described 

below. 

 

Nano electrospray and neutralizer unit 
The sample solution is infused via a nano electrospray (nES) device, typically sample 

concentrations in the range of a few mg/mL in 20 mM ammonium acetate buffer with the 

desired pH and flow rates from 50 to 100 nL/min are applied. The nES unit is operated in 

the cone-jet mode leading to the formation of very small and highly charged droplets. 

Subsequently the droplets are moving through the laminar air/CO2 flow towards the 

neutralizing chamber, where a bipolar environment is generated by α-irradiation provided 

by a 5 μC 210Po source. The presence of the high concentration of bipolar ions and cluster 

ions leads to predominantly neutral and positive as well as negative singly charged analyte 

molecular ions supported by continuous solvent evaporation. The charged particles pass 

from the neutralizer into the nDMA. 

 

1.2.2 Size separation based on the electrophoretic mobility diameter  

Definition of the particle electrical mobility 
A particle carrying n elementary charges e (ion) encounters an electric field with field 

strength E, where the constant electrostatic force Fel drags this particle through the gas 

medium (equ. 4). As the particle accelerates, frictional force FD caused by viscosity and 

inertia increases until a steady state is reached, where frictional and electrostatic force are 

equaled and the terminal velocity vTE of the particle can be calculated (equ. 6) Due to the 

small dimensions of aerosol particles (large ions) the frictional force can be described by 

the Stoke´s law containing the Cunningham slip correction factor 25 (equ. 5); v, the 

velocity, η, the viscosity of the medium, DP, the particle diameter and CC, the Cunningham 

slip correction factor. 
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The electrophoretic mobility Z is now a resulting parameter of a charged aerosol particle 

linked to equation 6, describing the particles terminal velocity due to the electrical field 

strength (equ. 7). 
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The electrical mobility of aerosol particles offers a way to characterize aerosols with 

electrical fields. Furthermore a connection between electrical mobility and the particle 

diameter is possible and therefore aerosol characterization according to size measurements 

is enabled.  

 

The nano differential mobility analyzer (nDMA) 
The applied nDMA (see Figure 2.1) contains two concentric metal cylinders, referred to as 

the central electrode and the housing cylinder. For size separation of the incoming charged 

aerosol particles (ions) a voltage and a laminar sheath gas flow is applied between these 

two cylinders. The aerosol inlet flow is introduced through a small circular slit, thus 

narrowing the starting region of the aerosol particles movement towards the central 

electrode. The aerosol particles encounter an electric field with increasing field strength 

towards the central electrode. According to their electrical mobility the aerosol particles 

follow an individual trajectory towards the central electrode, but only particles within a 

narrow range of electrical mobility are able to exit the nDMA via a small slit at the end of 

the central electrode. Contrary, aerosol particles with too low mobilities cannot pass the 

sheath gas in time and aerosol particles with too high mobilities collide with the central 

electrode before they reach the exit slit. By scanning the voltage applied between the two 

cylinders and therefore changing the mobility required for the aerosol particles to pass the 

exit slit, a mobility spectrum of the charged aerosol particles can be achieved.  

 

1.2.3 Particle detection 

The condensation particle counter detector (CPC) 
A commonly used approach for determination of the charged particle (large ion) 

concentration leaving the nDMA is the condensation particle counter. First, the entering 
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aerosol flow is saturated with butanol vapor and secondly, the aerosol flow is cooled 

resulting in a supersaturation of the butanol vapor, which subsequently begins to 

condensate on the charged particles in the aerosol flow. Every particle/ion forms a small 

butanol droplet, which is detected by scattering the light, which is emitted by a laser diode. 

The vapor-supersaturations applied by commonly used butanol-based CPCs (e.g. TSI Mod. 

3025) are high enough to activate droplet formation of particles with a diameter of 3 nm or 

higher.  

 

1.2.4 Optimizing sample preparation for GEMMA analysis 

To obtain a stable nES cone-jet mode a 20 mM ammonium acetate solution adjusted to the 

desired pH with ammonia or acetic acid should be used as buffer system for optimal 

conductivity 26. High amounts of salts and detergents interfering with the nES process have 

to be removed prior to application to the GEMMA. Due to the high sensitivity of the 

GEMMA analysis (low pico mole range) in some cases dilution of the sample yields a 

sufficient reduction of the unwanted contaminations (i.e. high enough 

purification/desalting efficiency). Nevertheless, application of commonly used desalting 

methods as size exclusion chromatography, membrane centrifugation, and dialysis is often 

necessary prior to GEMMA analysis. Due to the low sample amounts/volumes required for 

GEMMA measurement (in the nL range) miniaturized desalting approaches are 

recommended. Care has to be taken in the case of membrane-based desalting devices, such 

as membrane centrifugation or dialysis, because unspecific adsorption can result in sample 

loss and thus no useful GEMMA spectra from precious samples can be obtained.  
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Abstract 
 

The detection of glycoproteins on SDS-PAGE gels is a very challenging task as glycan 

moieties can inhibit the protein-dye interaction or protein-silver reaction and therefore 

slow down or even completely prevent the staining process. Additionally the applied 

staining procedure can influence the total number of detected peptides after in-gel 

digestion. Three in SDS-PAGE commonly used staining procedures (silver nitrate, CBB 

R250 and colloidal CBB G250) for glycoproteins and proteins were evaluated in terms of 

duration, sensitivity and obtainable sequence coverage after PMF. The staining procedures 

were performed with and without the assistance of microwave irradiation.  

Microwave treatment resulted in comparable band intensities and sensitivities as obtained 

by the original staining protocols, but staining duration was significantly reduced, to  

30 min for silver nitrate and to 1.5 h for CBB and cCBB staining method. PMF analysis by 

vacuum MALDI mass spectrometry was not affected by the microwave treatment. It was 

found that the total number of detected tryptic peptides has increased when applying 

microwave irradiation during the staining process.  
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Microwave supported silver-staining turned out to be the most time saving procedure  

(30 min), with the highest absolute sensitivity (50 ng) and highest sequence coverage (up 

to 76 %) in case of PMF. 

 

Introduction 
 

One aspect of proteomics is the profiling of proteins expressed in cells, tissues or 

organisms. For this purpose large-scale protein identification is performed, so changes in 

the expression pattern of proteins can be correlated with physiological changes in cells or 

organisms. After successful protein identification the next step is the characterisation of 

possible PTMs, as frequently biological activities arise from them. There are more than 

100 different types of PTMs and the most common one is glycosylation 1. Therefore the 

detection of glycoproteins and subsequent elucidation of the structures of glycan moieties 

is a main target in proteomics research. The heterogeneity of carbohydrate structures 

significantly increases the complexity of a glycoprotein and complicates the correlation of 

specific protein expression pattern with diseases 2-4.  

For identifying glycoproteins most frequently 1-D and 2-D PAGE followed by tryptic in-

gel digestion and subsequent analysis of the derived proteolytic peptides by MS and 

multistage mass spectrometry (MSn, n = 2 – 6) is used. For visualisation of the gel 

separated glycoproteins many different staining procedures can be used, e.g. periodic acid-

Schiff 5  and fluorescent dyes 6, 7, but also commonly used silver precipitation 8 and CBB 9. 

Especially for glycoproteins this is a critical and further time-consuming step, because 

staining efficiency primarily depends on the protein structure. CBB dye molecules interact 

with the hydrophobic amino acid side chains whereas reduction of silver nitrate to 

elemental silver ions is performed near proteins amide bonds 10. Carbohydrate moieties 

considerably inhibit the protein-dye interaction due to restricted access of the dye 

molecules to the protein cores and subsequently slow down the staining process 

significantly or decrease its sensitivity 11. The second problem during protein 

identification/characterisation of glycoproteins is the high variation of the total number of 

resulting peptides after in-gel digestion and therefore the obtained sequence coverage for 

the intact protein. Dependent on the glycan content of the protein and the staining 

procedure the access for the enzyme to the proteolytically interesting peptide bonds is 

hindered.  
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In this work we try to solve the problem of long time-consumption of staining protocols, 

thereby focusing on the most common organic stain, namely CBB, and silver. Silver 

staining protocols 12 are far more sensitive than most organic dyes, but their gel to gel 

reproducibility is not always satisfying. Moreover some protocols are not compatible with 

PMF, due to the application of cross-linking agents like glutaraldehyde which fixes the 

protein in the gel matrix and makes the extraction of proteolytic peptides for further 

analysis impossible. So CBB staining is preferred in many situations 13, due to easy 

handling, high reproducibility and better compatibility to PMF. However the detection 

limit of CBB staining (10-40 ng) is a great draw back which in some cases can only be 

reached after incubation of the gels with the dye solution for 10 to 14 hours. In addition to 

conventional CBB staining a colloidal CBB (cCBB) staining procedure 14 was evaluated. 

This cCBB stain has a detection limit of 1 ng for standard BSA if the gel is again incubated 

for 10 to 14 hours in the staining solution. Since commercially available BSA is a non-

glycosylated protein the determination of the detection limit for glycoproteins was of 

interest. All these protocols include time-consuming incubation steps to stain glycoproteins 

sufficiently. A possibility to shorten visualisation steps is the application of microwave 

irradiation during the staining process, widely used since the 1990s 15. In 2002, Nesatyy et 

al 16 studied the effect of microwave treatment on a variety of common staining protocols 

used for proteins in gels and membranes. In their study they stated that the temperature 

increase associated with microwave irradiation results in an increase of diffusion rate of 

the applied solvents and dyes and therefore the incubation duration for each staining step 

can be shortened significantly. Supporting the staining process with microwave irradiation 

also favours peptide recovery after in-gel digestion and subsequently higher sequence 

coverage for identified proteins is gained. This can be explained once more by the increase 

of temperature. The higher temperature causes further denaturation of the protein 

embedded in the gel matrix, so more cleavages sites are exposed to the digesting enzyme. 

The additional expansion of the 3D gel matrix results in a higher number of peptides 

extracted after enzymatic digestion. 

Another application of microwave support in proteomics is the proteolytic cleavage of 

proteins for mass spectrometric analysis 15, 17-21. The enzymatic digestion protocol used in 

this study was not evaluated especially for glycoproteins. 

So from the biological sample to the identification or even characterisation of 

glycoproteins many different steps are used and some of them are rather time-consuming. 
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Materials and methods 
 

Chemicals  

Acetone p.a., acetonitrile p.a. (ACN), acetic acid 96 %, ammonium sulphate, ethanol 96 % 

(EtOH), formaldehyde solution (min 35 %), methanol p.a (MeOH) and water p. a. 

(conductivity at 25 °C ≤ 1 µS/cm) were obtained from Merck (Darmstadt, Germany). 

CHCA, DTE (min 99.0 %), phosphoric acid 85 % (w/w) solution in water, potassium 

hexacyanoferrate(III) and silver nitrate were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (Steinheim, 

Germany). Ammonium hydrogen carbonate, β-mercapthoethanol, CBB R250, CBB G250, 

iodoacetamide and sodium carbonate were obtained from Fluka (Buchs, Switzerland). 

NuPAGE lithium dodecyl sulphate (LDS) – sample buffer (4×) and NuPAGE MES-SDS 

electrophoresis buffer (20×) were obtained from Invitrogen (Paisley, UK). TFA and 

sodium thiosulphate pentahydrate were from Riedel de Haën (Seelze, Germany) and 

trypsin (modified sequencing grade) from Roche Diagnostics (Mannheim, Germany). 

 

Instrumentation  

SDS-PAGE was performed on a XCell Sure LockTM – Novex mini cell connected to a 

PowerEase 500 power supply (both from Invitrogen). Standard staining protocols were 

supported by shaking on a platform rotator PS 3D (Grant Bio, Cambridge, UK). 

Microwave assisted staining and enzymatic digestion were performed in a household-

microwave oven from TCM (Hamburg, Germany) allowing a maximum power of 850 W.  

MALDI-RTOF mass spectra were acquired on an AXIMA TOF2 and/or an AXIMA CFR+ 

(both Shimadzu Biotech, Manchester, UK), each equipped with a nitrogen laser (λ = 337 

nm). Both instruments were operated in the positive ion, reflectron mode using pulsed 

extraction. Each mass spectrum (representing one peptide mass fingerprint) was acquired 

by averaging 500 unselected and consecutive laser shots. No smoothing algorithm was 

used prior to data analysis. 

 

Samples 

Recombinant human erythropoietin (rhEPO, ERYPO®) was obtained from Janssen-Cilag 

Pharma (Schaffhausen, Switzerland). One ready-to-use injection (400 µL) contained  

4000 I.U. (33.6µg) erythropoietin alpha. Avidin from egg white, α1-acid glycoprotein from 
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bovine serum and fetuin from fetal calf serum were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich 

(Steinheim, Germany). Avidin was used at a concentration of 1 µg/µL in water, α1-acid 

glycoprotein in a solution of 4 µg/µL in water and fetuin in a concentration of 10 µg/µL in 

water. Human plasma-derived antithrombin III (AT III) and human plasma-derived 

coagulation factor IX (F IX) were obtained from Octapharma (Vienna, Austria). AT III 

was used at a concentration of 4 µg glycoprotein/µL and F IX at a concentration of 1 µg 

glycoprotein/µL. 

 

SDS-PAGE  

Different amounts of glycoprotein (1.5, 1.25, 1.00, 0.75, 0.50, 0.25, 0.10, 0.075, 0.050 and 

0.010 µg) were prepared by diluting the stock solutions of rhEPO, avidin, α1-acid 

glycoprotein, fetuin, AT III and F IX with water. Each dilution was mixed in a ratio of 1:4 

with 4× LDS sample buffer containing 10 % β-mercaptoethanol, heated at 99°C for 1 min, 

and cooled down to room temperature. To avoid volume effects during gel electrophoresis 

16 µL of each solution were applied onto the gels. Electrophoresis was performed on  

4-12 % Bis-Tris, 1 mm × 10 wells NuPage precast mini gels using MES as running buffer 

(both from Invitrogen). Constant voltage was set to 200 V, after 45 min the separation was 

stopped. 

 

Staining 

 

Silver staining 

The silver staining used for these experiments was performed according to Shevchenko et 

al. 12 with slight modifications as described. Briefly, directly after electrophoretic 

separation the gels were fixed (45 % MeOH, 5 % acetic acid in water) for 30 min, then 

washed (50 % MeOH) for 20 min and subsequently washed in water overnight (14 – 16 h) 

to remove interfering contaminants. Then the gels were incubated in sensitizing solution 

(0.02 % sodium thiosulphate) for 1 min, followed by washing with water for 2 min, and 

subsequent incubation in a silver nitrate solution (0.1 % silver nitrate in water) for 20 min 

at 4 °C. After washing the gels with water for 2 min, they were put into the developing 

solution (2 % sodium carbonate, 0.04 % formaldehyde) till the protein bands became 

visible (10 – 15 min). To terminate the reaction, stopping solution (5 % acetic acid) was 
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added. All steps with exception of the silver nitrate incubating step were carried out at 

room temperature. 

 

Step Solution composition 
applied 

Incubation.without 
microwave 
irradiation 

Incubation with 
microwave 

irradiation (340 W) 

Fixing 
45 % MeOH 

5 % acetic acid 
20 min 2 min 

Washing 50 % MeOH 10 min 1 min 

Washing 
100 mM Na2S2O3 

30 mM K3[Fe(CN)6] 
- 2 min 

Washing water overnight (14 – 16 h) 12 min 

Sensitizing 0.02 % Na2S2O3 1 min 1 min 

Washing water 2 min 2 min 

Incubating 0.1 % silver nitrate 20 min (4°C) 1 min 

Washing water 2 min 2 min 

Developing 
2 % Na2CO3 

0.04 % formaldehyde 
until bands are visible 3 min 

Stopping 5 % acetic acid 10 min 1 min 

Storing 1 % acetic acid 4°C 4°C 

Total staining duration 17 h 25 min 27 min 

 

Table 2.1: Staining protocols for silver nitrate staining without and with microwave 

assistance. 

 

For microwave assisted staining the silver staining procedure was further modified. All 

solutions used for standard silver nitrate staining were the same, but incubation durations 

were shortened as all following steps were carried out in the microwave oven operated at 

340 W. For equal distribution of the heat, the gels were removed after half of the 

irradiation time, mixed vigorously and put back into the microwave oven for the remaining 
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time. An additional washing step with a mixture of sodium thiosulphate and potassium 

hexacyanoferrate (1:1) was applied.Briefly, the gels were fixed for 2 min, washed 1 min 

with 50 % MeOH and incubated in a solution containing 100 mM sodium thiosulphate/30 

mM potassium hexacyanoferrate (1:1, v/v) for 2 min. After washing the gels six times with 

water for 2 min they were put 1 min into the sensitizing solution and subsequently washed 

with water for 2 min. Then the gels were incubated for 1 min in the silver nitrate solution 

and washed with water for 2 min. Finally the gels were put into the developing solution for 

2 - 3 min. The reaction was stopped by adding 5 % acetic acid for 1 min. For both 

procedures the gels were stained in plastic dishes using about 100 mL of each staining 

solution and finally stored in 1 % acetic acid and at 4 °C. Table 2.1 summarises both 

staining procedures. 

 

Coomassie Brilliant Blue R250 staining 

 

Step Solution 
composition applied 

Incubation without 
microwave 
irradiation 

Incubation with 
microwave 

irradiation (170 W) 

Fixing 
45 % MeOH 

5 % acetic acid 
30 min 2 min 

Staining 

0.1 % CBB R 250 

45 % MeOH 

5 % acetic acid 

overnight (14 – 16 h) 
5 min MW 

60 min RT 

Destaining I 
40 % MeOH 

7 % acetic acid 
30 min 

5 min MW 

20 min RT 

Destaining II 
5 % MeOH 

7 % acetic acid 
overnight (14 – 16 h) - 

Storing water 4 °C 4 °C 

Total staining duration 33 h 1 h 32 min 

 

Table 2.2: Staining protocols for Coomassie Brilliant Blue R250 staining without and with 

microwave assistance (MW, microwave; RT, room temperature).  
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For CBB R250 staining the gels were fixed (45 % MeOH, 5 % acetic acid in water) for  

30 min directly after separation and subsequently stained overnight (14 – 16 h, 0.1 % CBB 

R250 in 45 % MeOH, 5 % acetic acid in water). Destaining was performed using two 

solutions: destain solution I (40 % MeOH and 7 % acetic acid in water) for 30 min is used 

for removing most of the CBB, followed by destain solution II (5 % MeOH and 7 % acetic 

acid in water) for 14 – 16 h for clearing the background to obtain distinct protein bands. 

All steps were carried out at room temperature. 

The CBB R250 protocol was modified when supporting the staining procedure with 

microwave irradiation. All solutions for CBB R250 staining were the same, but incubation 

durations of each step were shortened. All following steps were carried out in the 

microwave oven operated at 170 W. The gels were fixed for 2 min and subsequently 

incubated in the CBB R250 solution for 5 min. After removal of the gels from the 

microwave oven the gels remained in the hot staining solution for 1 hour without further 

microwave irradiation. For removal of the CBB R250 the gels were put into destain 

solution I for 5 min. For gaining a clearer background the gels remained in the hot destain 

solution for additional 20 min without further microwave irradiation. The use of destain 

solution II was no longer required. In Table 2.2 both protocols are summarised. 

 

Colloidal Coomassie Brilliant Blue G250 staining  

For cCBB G250 staining gels were fixed (30 % EtOH, 2 % phosphoric acid in water) for 

30 min, washed (2 % phosphoric acid in water) for 20 min and stained (0.12 % CBB G250, 

20 % EtOH, 10 % ammonium sulphate, 10 % phosphoric acid in water) overnight  

(14 – 16 h). Destaining was performed in water until the background was clear, which 

lasted overnight (14 – 16 h). If not otherwise noted all steps were carried out at room 

temperature. 

Modifications were necessary when supporting the staining procedure with the microwave 

oven operated at 170 W. The solutions used for cCBB staining remained the same, but 

incubation duration of each step was reduced. The gels were incubated for 2 min in the 

fixing solution, 2 min in the washing solution and 5 min in the cCBB G250 solution. After 

that the gels remained in the hot staining solution for 1 hour without further microwave 

irradiation and were then destained in water for 5 min. For gaining a clearer background 

the gels were kept in the hot solution for additional 20 min without further microwave 

irradiation. Table 2.3 gives a summary of both protocols. Gels were stored in water and at  

4 °C. 
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Step Solution composition 
applied 

Incubation without 
microwave 
irradiation 

Incubation with 
microwave 

irradiation (170 W) 

Fixing 
30 % EtOH 

2 % phosphoric acid 
30 min 2 min 

Washing 2 % phosphoric aacid 20 min 2 min 

Staining 

0.12 % CBB G250 

20 % EtOH 

10 % phosphoric acid 

10 % ammonium sulphate 

slightly heating before 
adding to the gel 

overnight (14 – 16 h) 

5 min MW 

60 min RT 

Destaining water overnight (14 – 16 h) 5 min MW 

20 i RTStoring water 4 °C 4 °C 

Total staining duration 32 h 50 min 1 h 34 min 

 

Table 2.3: Staining protocols for colloidal Coomassie Brilliant Blue G250 staining without 

and with microwave assistance (MW, microwave; RT, room temperature). 

 

In-gel digestion 

From each gel the band containing 750 ng of glycoprotein was excised and cut into small 

cubes. For removal of contaminants various washing steps were carried out, once with 

water, two times with ACN/water (1:1), once with 100 % ACN and finally once with 

ACN/50 mM NH4HCO3 pH 8.5 (1:1, v/v), then the gel pieces were dried in a vacuum 

centrifuge. All washing steps lasted for 15 min. Disulfide bridges were subsequently 

reduced with 100 mM DTE (15.4 mg/mL in 50 mM NH4HCO3 pH 8.5) for 45 min at 56 °C 

and alkylated with 55 mM iodoacetamide (10.2 mg/mL in 50 mM NH4HCO3 pH 8.5) for 

30 min at room temperature in the dark. Another washing step with ACN/ 

50 mM NH4HCO3 pH 8.5 (1:1) was performed and then approximately 10 µL (dependent 

on the volume of the gel pieces) of digestion solution containing 12.5 ng/µL trypsin were 

added. To save additionally time the in-gel digestion was also supported with microwave 

treatment 17-20. The proteins were digested at 170 W for 10 min. Afterwards peptides were 

extracted from the gel pieces using ACN/NH4HCO3 (1:1), ACN/0.1 % TFA (1:1) and 100 
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% ACN respectively. The first two extraction steps were carried out two times each for 15 

min and the extraction with 100 % ACN for 5 min. All extracts were pooled and dried in a 

vacuum centrifuge. 

 

MALDI MS sample preparation 

Prior to mass spectrometric analysis peptides were dissolved in water and desalted using 

C18 ZipTips (Millipore, Billerica, USA). In terms of better peptide clean-up a desalting 

procedure with a stepwise elution was carried out. The tips were activated with ACN/water 

(1:1, v/v) and equilibrated with water. After the binding of the sample, salts and detergents 

were removed by washing the tips five times with water. The first elution was carried out 

with ACN/water (3:97, v/v), second with ACN/water (15:85, v/v) and third with 

ACN/water (50:50, v/v). The three fractions were pooled adding up to a total volume of 

about 4.5 µL, which were directly used for MALDI mass spectrometry. 1 µL CHCA  

(6 mg/mL acetone) solution was applied on a stainless steel MALDI target (type 

DE1580ta, Shimadzu Biotech). After evaporation of the acetone at room temperature a thin 

homogenous layer of matrix crystals was obtained. On top of this layer 1 µL of the peptide 

mixture was applied and dried in a gentle stream of air. 

 

Evaluation of protein sequences and glycopeptide analysis 

For determination of sequence coverage, measured monoisotopic m/z values were searched 

against the NCBInr and the SWISS-PROT databases using Mascot (Matrix Science, 

London, UK, http://www.matrixscience.com) and ProteinProspector (University of 

California San Francisco Mass Spectrometry Facility, http://prospector.ucsf.edu/). 

 

Results and Discussion 
 

All samples investigated in this study are well known glycoproteins with defined 

glycosylation sites. EPO is a glycoprotein with 4 glycosylation sites (3 N-glycans, 1 O-

glycan) giving an average molecular weight of about 30.4 kDa whereof 30 to 40 % result 

from the very heterogeneous glycan moieties 22, 23. The unmodified protein has a molecular 

weight of 18.2 kDa. Avidin has a molecular weight of 14.3 kDa for the unmodified amino 

acid sequence and an average molecular weight of 16.0 kDa for the glycosylated form 
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whereof only one N-glycosylation site counts for 10 % of the molecular weight 24, 25. The 

unmodified amino acid sequence of α1-acid glycoprotein sums up to a molecular weight of 

21.3 kDa resulting in an average molecular weight of 40.8 kDa for the glycoprotein. 5 N-

glycosylation sites constitute the major PTMs resulting in a glycosylation degree of 

approximately 45 % 26. Fetuin has an average molecular weight of 48.4 kDa, 3 N-

glycosylation sites and 4 O-glycosylation sites 27-29, counting for 26 % of the total 

molecular weight where 36.4 kDa are represented by the unmodified amino acid sequence. 

Antithrombin III (AT III) has 4 N-glycosylation sites contributing with a carbohydrate 

content of about 14 % to the average molecular weight of 58 kDa (49.0 kDa for the 

unmodified amino acid sequence) 30. 2 O- and 4 N-glycosylation sites are described for 

coagulation factor IX (F IX) which furthermore contains a number of other PTMs, such as 

sulphation, phosphorylation and hydroxylation 31. Its average molecular weight is about 55 

kDa (46.5 kDa for the unmodified protein) and the glycosylation degree is 17 % 32. The 

average molecular weights as well as the glycosylation degrees of the chosen glycoproteins 

cover a broad range from 16 to 58 kDa and 1 to 7 different glycosylation sites with 

glycosylation degrees ranging from 10 % to 45 %.  

When supporting the staining process with microwave treatment, it is of great importance 

that the irradiation power can be regulated. For most microwave ovens the down regulation 

of the power is obtained by variation of the duration of the microwave pulses. These 

irradiation-free intervals between the maximum power applications are crucial for staining 

experiments or in-gel digestions as they prevent the overheating and therefore melting of 

the polyacrylamide gel as well as heat denaturation and therefore inactivation of 

proteolytic enzymes as trypsin. Microwave assisted silver staining was performed at  

340 W whereas for CBB R250 and cCBB G250 the irradiation power had to be reduced to 

170 W. This was necessary due to the longer incubation durations of the gels in the 

staining and destaining solutions. It is crucial to avoid boiling of the solutions otherwise 

the gel loses its smooth character and is more likely to rip in pieces.  

For subsequent PMF analysis gel bands containing 750 ng protein were used. A high 

number of peptides should be received for better comparability of the differing staining 

procedures. For each staining procedure three PMF analyses were performed. 
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Recombinant human erythropoietin 

 

Staining duration and sensitivity 

 

Protein Staining procedure Total staining 
duration Gel Sensitivity Sequence

coverage

rh EPO Silver nitrate + MW 27 min 0.050 µg 56.5 % 

rh EPO Silver nitrate – MW 17 h 25 min 0.050 µg 45.4 % 

rh EPO CBB R250 + MW 1 h 32 min 0.25 µg 40.4 %

rh EPO CBB R250 – MW 33 h 0.25 µg 37.1 %

rh EPO cCBB G250 + MW 1 h 34 min 0.050 µg 47.4 % 

rh EPO cCBB G250 – MW 32 h 50 min 0.050 µg 37.8 % 

Fetuin Silver nitrate + MW 27 min 0.050 µg 30.9 %

α1-acidic 
Glycoprotein Silver nitrate + MW 27 min 0.050 µg 51.0 %

Avidin Silver nitrate + MW 27 min 0.050 µg 75.9 %

AT III Silver nitrate + MW 27 min 0.050 µg 49.0 % 

F IX Silver nitrate + MW 27 min 0.050 µg 39.7 % 

1.50
1.25

1.00
0.75

0.50
0.25

0.10
0.075

0.050
0.010

µg
 

Table 2.4: Comparison of staining duration and detection limits of silver nitrate, CBB 

R250 and cCBB G250 staining procedures with (+) and without (-) microwave (MW) 

irradiation and sequence coverage after in-gel digestion for recombinant human 

erythropoietin alpha (rh EPO), fetuin, α1-acid glycoprotein, avidin, antithrombin III (AT 

III) and coagulation factor IX (F IX).  

 

A gel image related to the three evaluated staining procedures (silver nitrate, CBB R250, 

cCBB G250) with and without the assistance of microwave irradiation in terms of staining 

duration and sensitivity is given in Table 2.4. Standard silver nitrate staining resulted in a 

clear background and protein bands coloured from brown to yellow, a characteristic 

colouring for glycoproteins. Protein amounts from 1.5 µg (broad brownish band) to 50 ng 

(narrow yellowish band) could be clearly detected. When supporting the silver nitrate 

staining with microwave irradiation an additional washing step with a mixture of sodium 
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thiosulphate and potassium hexacyanoferrate (1:1) was applied, commonly used for 

destaining of silver stained protein spots prior to in-gel digestion. In the microwave 

supported silver staining protocol this mixture replaces the overnight washing step with 

water performed in the standard procedure. Potassium hexacyanoferrate forms complexes 

with the contaminants, which are removed during the subsequent washing with water, 

resulting in a clearer gel background. Even though this additional washing step was applied 

the gel exhibited no longer a background as clear as with standard silver staining, but was 

yellowish with brown to orange protein bands. This staining resulted in a lower contrast for 

the protein bands but nevertheless the same sensitivity range could be obtained, from  

1.5 µg (broad brownish band) to 50 ng (narrow orange band). The shortening of the 

washing step time with water from an overnight procedure to only 15 min by microwave 

assistance brings a reduction of a total staining duration from 17.5 h to 0.5 h. In terms of 

absolute staining sensitivity no differences between the standard procedure and the 

microwave assisted one were observed, in both cases a detection limit of 50 ng for rhEPO 

was achieved. 

Standard CBB R250 staining led to a slightly bluish coloured gel background with distinct 

protein bands. Due to the long incubation duration with the CBB staining solution, which 

took 14 – 16 h and resulted in a dark blue gel, a complete destaining of the background 

was not possible anymore. Therefore the destaining procedure was stopped after 14 – 16 h 

regardless of a complete destaining of the background. Protein bands from 1.5 µg (distinct 

bluish band) to 0.25 µg (faint bluish band) could be detected. Supporting the staining 

procedure with microwave irradiation resulted in an almost transparent gel background 

after destaining. This advantageous effect can be explained by a temperature increase 

during microwave treatment causing an increase in diffusion rate for the dye molecules and 

hence a better destaining efficiency. This efficient background destaining led to more 

distinct protein bands, which are detectable from 1.5 µg (distinct) to 0.25 µg (faint). 

Furthermore it has to be mentioned that the protein band at 0.25 µg is easier to detect 

(better contrast) than in the CBB R250 staining without microwave assistance. The 

increase in diffusion rate also reduced the duration of the staining and made the second 

destaining step redundant, which were both performed overnight in the conventional 

staining. So a reduction of staining duration from 33 h to 1.5 h was obtained. Compared to 

silver the CBB R250 staining is less sensitive in terms of detection limits. This is also the 

explanation for the smaller bands observed at higher concentrations after CBB R250 

compared to silver staining. Microheterogeneities of glycan moieties, like triantennary 
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structures compared to diantennary structures or O-glycans attached to a protein result in 

differences in the molecular weight (about 700-1000 Da) which are already observable by 

SDS-PAGE. These mass differences are detected but not resolved by gel electrophoresis 

and can therefore result in broader gel bands as it is observed for rhEPO in Table 2.4. 

Some of these heterogeneities are present at much lower concentration levels which are 

furthermore no longer detectable with the less sensitive CBB R250 staining. Therefore the 

observed protein bands appear narrower in that case and the protein seems to be better 

focused. Taking a closer look at the detected protein band at 1.5 µg this can already be 

observed comparing CBB R250 without microwave assistance to CCB R250 with 

microwave assistance. The latter already exhibits a broader gel band by detecting more 

glycan microheterogeneities, but it is not as broad as the even more sensitively silver 

stained analogue.  

Standard cCBB G250 staining procedure resulted in an almost transparent background. In 

contrast to non-colloidal CBB R250 staining, which saturated the gel with dye giving a 

very intensive staining; the cCBB G250 staining gave a less intensive colouring, which can 

be removed more easily at room temperature. Distinct protein bands in a brighter blue than 

obtained with CBB R250 were observed and protein amounts from 1.5 µg to 50 ng were 

detectable although the gel bands containing 100 ng – 50 ng were hardly visible. When 

supporting the cCBB G250 staining procedure with microwave irradiation the resulting gel 

obtained an even clearer background than obtained with the standard procedure. Once 

more temperature increase during microwave treatment seemed to increase the diffusion 

rate for a much more effective destaining. Protein bands from 1.5 µg (distinct) to 50 ng 

(faint) were detectable. By supporting the cCBB G250 staining with microwave irradiation 

almost the same reduction of staining duration was obtained as it was for the CBB R250 

protocol, from 33 h to 1.5 h. The staining as well as the destaining steps could be reduced 

from overnight incubations to only 1 h.  

Using cCBB G250 protocols detection limits comparable to silver nitrate staining can be 

achieved for non-glycosylated proteins like BSA (1 ng) 14. These observations could be 

confirmed for glycosylated proteins. Staining sensitivity for the cCBB G250 protocol was 

50 ng independent from microwave treatment. Although the detection limit of cCBB G250 

was comparable to silver staining the gel bands were narrower leading to the conclusion 

that still not all microheterogeneities of glycan moieties could be observed.  

In total, the various staining procedures supported by microwave treatment led to 

significant time savings in all cases – 17 h for the silver nitrate procedure and 31.5 h for 
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both CBB staining procedures. When comparing the staining procedures for rhEPO it 

became obvious that the glycoprotein bands after silver nitrate staining were broader and 

more distinct than they were after CBB staining. So, when using the silver nitrate protocol 

the total amount of detected protein per gel band was higher and as a consequence a higher 

amount of protein can be excised for subsequent in-gel digestion. No increase in sensitivity 

was observed for the three staining methods, for silver nitrate and cCBB G250 staining,  

50 ng and for CBB R250 0.25 µg protein could be detected with and without microwave 

treatment.  

 

Peptide recovery and sequence coverage  

The staining protocols used in this study were performed with respect to subsequent in-gel 

digestion. Therefore no cross-linking agents for fixing the proteins in the gel matrix to 

prevent diffusion were used. Gel bands containing 750 ng protein were used for proteolytic 

digestion and subsequent PMF.  
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Figure 2.1: PMF (positive ion MALDI-RTOF mass spectra) of rhEPO after visualization 

with silver staining protocols with (bottom) and without (top) microwave assistance. 

Tryptic peptides are indicated with *, all unassigned peaks are background peaks, e.g. 

tryptic autolysis peptides. (SC, Sequence coverage) 

 

Figure 2.1 shows the PMF obtained by means of MALDI MS of standard and microwave 

assisted silver nitrate stained gel bands. Signal-to-noise ratios (S/N) above 10 were 
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obtained and a number of background peaks, like tryptic autolysis peptides or 

contaminations from the gel, were observed. Sixteen rhEPO peptides were observed for 

standard silver staining resulting in a sequence coverage of 45.4 %. For the microwave 

assisted protocol 18 rhEPO peptides were detected, which led to a higher sequence 

coverage of 56.5 %. Two additional peptides, m/z 1465 and 2034, were observed.  

M/z 2034 contributed mainly to the increase in sequence coverage, because it represented a 

peptide resulting from a missed cleavage and therefore includes m/z 1465, see amino acid 

positions in Table 2.5. 
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Figure 2.2: PMF (positive ion MALDI-RTOF mass spectra) of rhEPO after visualization 

with CBB R250 staining protocols with (bottom) and without (top) microwave assistance. 

Tryptic peptides are indicated with *, all unassigned peak are background peaks, e.g. 

tryptic autolysis peptides. (SC, Sequence coverage) 

 

Mass spectra obtained from PMF analysis after CBB R250 staining are shown in Figure 

2.2. Satisfying peak intensities and S/N above 10 were observed, but also an increase in 

background ions coming from electrophoretic contaminants was noticed, especially in the 

microwave assisted staining procedure. Despite these peak intensities are low, the effect on 

database search is tremendous by giving much lower scoring results for protein 

identification if these unwanted peaks are combined with the correct tryptic peptides, 

which would indeed be the fact if an unknown protein is investigated. For CBB R250 
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without microwave assistance in total a lower number of peptides was detected and as a 

consequence sequence coverage decreased. Microwave assisted staining resulted in 13 

rhEPO peptides and 40.4 % sequence coverage and standard CBB R250 staining in 12 

rhEPO peptides and 37.1 % sequence coverage. Comparing the observed peptides for the 

CBB R250 procedures one can see that m/z 602 is only present in mass spectra of 

microwave treated gels giving a slightly better result for the microwave supported staining 

protocol.  
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Figure 2.3: PMF (positive ion MALDI-RTOF mass spectra) of rhEPO after visualization 

with cCBB G250 staining protocols with (bottom) and without (top) microwave assistance. 

Tryptic peptides are indicated with *, all unassigned peak are background peaks, e.g. 

tryptic autolysis peptides. (SC, Sequence coverage) 

 

Figure 2.3 shows the MALDI mass spectra obtained after cCBB G250 protocols. 

Comparable peak intensities and number of background peaks to CBB R250 staining could 

be observed. PMF after microwave assisted staining yielded 15 rhEPO peptides, resulting 

in a sequence coverage of 47.4 %, whereas the mass spectra of standard staining procedure 

showed 13 rhEPO peptides and a sequence coverage of 37.8 %. Microwave treatment 

resulted in two additional peaks, m/z 602 and 1210, both contributing to the higher 

sequence coverage. 
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Table 2.5: List of tryptic peptides detected after PMF (CAM, carbamidomethylation; MC, 

missed cleavage; MW, microwave). All m/z values are monoisotopic.  
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Table 2.5 continued: List of tryptic peptides detected after PMF (CAM, 

carbamidomethylation; MC, missed cleavage; MW, microwave). All m/z values are 

monoisotopic. 
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The performance of microwave assisted staining procedures led in all cases to a higher 

number of obtained peptides after in-gel digestion and finally to higher sequence coverages 

for rhEPO. Interestingly more intensive background ions after CBB R250 and cCBB G250 

staining were detected compared to silver staining, which resulted in less significant 

protein scores after database search, a problem that might arise in case of unknown 

glycoprotein samples. 
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Figure 2.4: PMF (positive ion MALDI-RTOF mass spectra) of avidin, α1- acid 

glycoprotein, fetuin, AT III and F IX after visualization with silver staining protocols 

supported by microwave treatment. Tryptic peptides are indicated with *, all unassigned 

peak are background peaks, e.g. tryptic autolysis peptides. (SC, Sequence coverage) 

 

To prove the general applicability of the microwave supported silver nitrate staining 

procedure, evaluated with rhEPO in terms of time consumption and sequence coverage, it 

was applied to three well-known glycoproteins, namely avidin, α1-acid glycoprotein and 

fetuin. For these three mentioned glycoproteins microwave assisted silver nitrate staining 

resulted in a slightly yellow background of the polyacrylamide gels with yellow to brown 
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protein bands, which are again characteristic for silver staining of glycoproteins. The 

reduced degree of glycosylation of these three proteins in comparison to rhEPO was also 

observed by band shapes which were less broad than the corresponding bands of rhEPO 

after silver staining. But as observed for rhEPO protein amounts from 1.5 µg (brown) to  

50 ng (yellowish) were detected for all three proteins, see Table 2.4. Figure 2.4 compares 

the PMF of the three glycoproteins. PMF analysis of avidin obtained S/N above 10 

containing only few peaks from unwanted background ions in the lower m/z range (m/z < 

900) of the mass spectrum. Seven peptides could be detected, which led to a sequence 

coverage of 75.9 %. This remarkable high sequence coverage can be explained by the low 

glycosylation degree of about 10 %, represented by only one single N-glycosylation site. 

Therefore nearly unrestricted access to the enzyme’s cleavage sites, arginine and lysine, 

was given.  

Even though more background ions were obtained in the mass spectrum of α1-acid 

glycoprotein digest, S/N above 20 for the 11 observed peptides was achieved, yielding a 

sequence coverage of 51.0 %.  

For fetuin an unusually high number of background ions in the MALDI mass spectrum 

especially in the lower m/z range (m/z < 900) was determined. Nevertheless 12 peptides 

were detected, resulting in a sequence coverage of 30.9 %, a relatively low value compared 

to avidin and α1-acid glycoprotein. Despite a glycosylation degree of 26 %, a value 

between α1-acid glycoprotein (45 %) and avidin (10 %), the lowest sequence coverage was 

obtained. Taking a closer look at the amino acid sequence and the glycosylation sites of 

fetuin it becomes obvious that the 3 N-glycosylation sites are very close to tryptic cleavage 

sites. So due to the glycan structures the access to these cleavage sites is blocked and less 

peptides are generated. 

 

Human antithrombin III and human coagulation factor IX 

Finally the microwave supported silver nitrate staining was tested for two plasma-derived 

blood coagulation glycoproteins, AT III and F IX, to further confirm and evaluate the 

findings (Table 2.4). Separation of AT III led to a gel with an almost clear background and 

distinct glycoprotein bands from 1.5 µg (brown) down to 50 ng (brown) which also were 

quite broad as it was expected for this serum glycoprotein. Even though the gel 

background after separation of F IX was still a little bit coloured (yellowish) the same limit 

of detection could be reached, 50 ng. However the background staining made the gel bands 
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containing lower glycoprotein amounts (in the range 100 to 50 ng) hardly distinguishable, 

which can in some cases lead to problems during excising these gel bands properly for 

subsequent tryptic digestion.  

In both MALDI mass spectra (Figure 2.4) a high number of unwanted background ions 

were obtained, but S/N ratios above 10 made the detection of 20 peptides for each 

glycoprotein possible. This resulted in sequence coverages of 49.0 % for AT III and of 

39.7 % for F IX. The slightly reduced sequence coverage for F IX can be explained by its 

complex mixture of different posttranslational modifications, such as sulphation, 

phosphorylation and hydroxylation. 

 

Conclusion 
 

Goal of this work was to find a fast and sensitive staining procedure for glycoproteins 

separated by SDS-PAGE in connection with PMF as well as high sequence coverages. 

Glycoproteins differing in molecular weight (16 – 48 kDa), number of glycosylated sites (1 

– 7), modified by N- as well as O-glycosylation sites and glycosylation degrees between 10 

% and 45 % were chosen to cover a wide range of different structural features to prove the 

unrestricted applicability of this method. Microwave assisted silver nitrate staining turned 

out to be the most efficient method for characterising glycoproteins. Sensitivity was 

comparable to conventional MS compatible silver staining (limit of detection for 

glycoproteins 50 ng). Nevertheless the microwave assisted protocol is much faster (30 

min) and led to sequence coverages of about 30 to 75 % for all investigated glycoproteins 

(750 ng per in-gel digest) which is usually sufficient for starting an identification process. 

The most favourable effect of the application of microwave irradiation for gel staining and 

in-gel digestion is the speed of the protocol allowing the separation, visualisation, in-gel 

digestion and MALDI MS analysis of protein samples within one day.  
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Abstract 
 

Classification of mycotoxin producing fungal species is of great relevance in agriculture 

and food producing industry as well as in the medical field. Recently species specific 

surface protein profiles of intact fungal spores, such as Penicillium, Aspergillus and 

Trichoderma, were studied with MALDI-TOF MS, thus providing a rapid and straight 

forward analysis procedure for species identification and characterization. This study 

focuses on mycotoxin producing Fusarium strains common in Austria. To obtain a suitable 

MALDI matrix system and sample preparation method, thin layer, dried droplet and 

sandwich method and several commonly used MALDI matrices, CHCA, DHB, FA, SA, 

THAP dissolved in various solvent mixtures (organic solvents as ACN, MeOH, EtOH and 

iPrOH and for the aqueous phase water and 0.1 % TFA) were evaluated in terms of mass 

spectra reproducibility, peak number and peak intensities.  

Most significant protein profiles were obtained with a 10 mg FA in 1 mL ACN/0.1 % TFA 

(7:3, v/v) used as matrix system. Mixing the spores with the matrix solution directly onto 

the MALDI target (referred to as dried droplet technique) results in an evenly distributed 

spores/matrix crystal layer, yielding highly reproducible protein profiles from the spores 

surfaces. Numerous intensive peaks throughout the whole investigated m/z range could be 
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detected. Differences in the obtained mass spectra (peak number and intensities) allowed 

the differentiation of various Fusarium species. Thus for further investigations on intact 

Fusarium spores this matrix mixture applied with dried droplet technique will be utilized. 

 

Introduction 
 

Classification and identification of whole micro-organisms based on the registration of 

unique and representative biomarker ions generated by mass spectrometric approaches 

dates back to the early 1970s1-3. First attempts at characterizing micro-organisms by means 

of mass spectrometric fingerprinting were made by Anhalt and coworkers4. They applied 

pyrolysis mass spectrometry for generating mass spectra of several bacterial species which 

could be differentiated with respect to the presence of characteristic phospholipids, 

ubiquinones and menaquinones. Nevertheless, differentiation of bacteria strains belonging 

to the same species was not possible. Only a limited number of substances could be 

detected as strong fragmentation during the ionization process (electron impact ionization 

was used) led to a considerable loss of information on the chemical composition and also 

the accessible mass range (a quadrupole mass analyzer was used) made the detection of 

indicative high mass ions impossible. Throughout the 1980s new desorption/ionization 

techniques were implemented, plasma desorption, laser desorption ionization and fast atom 

bombardment or liquid secondary ion mass spectrometry, which were then successfully 

applied to characterize intact micro-organisms5, 6. Although less fragmentation was 

observed using these so-called “soft” ionization techniques the desorption and ionization of 

larger analytes was still limited. The development of even “softer” ionization techniques as 

electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (ESI MS)7-11 and vacuum matrix-assisted laser 

desorption/ionization mass spectrometry (MALDI MS)12-14 enabled the desorption and 

ionization of small as well as large molecular mass compounds from intact micro-

organisms. Due to the preferential generation of multiply charged ions of larger 

compounds in complex mixtures by ESI MS the need of high resolution mass analyzers is 

indispensible but also cost intensive. In addition data interpretation gets very complex. 

Therefore ESI MS is of minor relevance for classification of intact micro-organisms up to 

now. MALDI MS allows generation of singly charged ions covering an extreme broad m/z 

range, and as a consequence time-of-flight (TOF) mass analyzer is commonly used with 

MALDI, because it provides (in principle) an unlimited m/z range. The easier data 
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interpretation caused by the singly or very low charged molecular ions and the providing of 

m/z data across a large m/z range makes MALDI-TOF MS dedicated for characterization 

of intact micro-organisms. Furthermore MALDI MS offers high tolerance against salts and 

detergents, as well as fast and accurate molecular mass determination and the possibility of 

automation, which makes it a real alternative to microbiological and molecular biological 

methods often taking several days. An important aspect is that without extensive sample 

preparation MALDI mass spectrometric analysis of intact micro-organisms can be 

performed, yielding analyte profiles, unique and representative of an individual species15, 

16. 

Lately classification and identification of intact micro-organisms by MALDI-TOF MS is 

utilized by a number of research groups. Due to the great importance of bacteria in the 

medical field, homeland security and food industry many research groups focus their work 

on bacteria12, 13, 17, 18 and bacterial spores19, 20. Only a few groups focus on fungal cells21, in 

particular on fungal spores22-24. In contrast to bacteria fungal cell walls are mainly 

composed of different polysaccharides (80 – 90 %), including chitin which adds rigidity 

and structural stability to the cells, but also proteins, lipids, polyphosphates and inorganic 

ions are present25. The composition of fungal cell walls and therefore also of fungal spores 

is assumed to be a dynamic structure where qualitative and quantitative differences can 

occur between different fungal species, but also between different strains of the same 

fungal species, a prerequisite for classification and differentiation of fungal species by 

means of MALDI-TOF MS. Especially for the detection of biohazards in food, 

environment and homeland security rapid detection and identification of fungal species is 

of great importance. Infection of economic important crop plants, e.g. wheat or maize with 

plant pathogenic fungal species, e.g. Fusarium or Aspergillus, results in significant crop 

losses and therefore profit cuts, too. Furthermore the fungal infection of economic-

important plants leads to contamination of aliment and animal feed causing toxication of 

humans and breeding cattle with mycotoxins, toxic metabolites produced by many fungal 

species26-29. 

Due to these facts this study concentrates on mycotoxin-producing Fusarium species, 

which are common in Austria and central eastern Europe. Previous studies21-24 on intact 

fungal species have shown that the obtainable mass spectrometric information and mass 

spectra reproducibility are essential requisites for successful classification and 

identification of fungal species. Various parameters are reported to influence mass spectral 

data and mass spectra reproducibility, such as the pre-treatment of the fungal sample 
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(growth media, washing procedure), the applied matrix compound and solvent system and 

the MALDI sample preparation technique. Therefore a rapid and reproducible MALDI MS 

sample preparation method for intact Fusarium spores was developed and evaluated. 

 

Experimental 
 

Chemicals 

Ferulic acid (FA), sinapinic acid (SA), 2,4,6-trihydroxyacetophenone (THAP), aniline and 

n-butylamine were obtained from Fluka (Buchs, Germany). 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid 

(DHB), α-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid (CHCA) and 2-hydroxy-5-methoxybenzoic acid 

(MSA) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Steinheim, Germany). Acetonitrile p.a. 

(ACN), acetone p.a., methanol p.a. (MeOH), ethanol 96 % (EtOH), isopropanol p.a. 

(iPrOH), formic acid 98 – 100 %, glyerol and water p.a. were obtained from Merck 

(Darmstadt, Germany). Trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) was obtained from Riedel-de-Haën 

(Seelze, Germany). 

 

Preparation of Fusarium samples 

Fusarium fungi (F. graminearum pH1, F. graminearum CPK 2785, F. poae CPK 2786, F. 

sporotrichoides CPK 2787, F. culmorum CPK 2789 and F. cerealis CPK 2790) provided 

by C. P. Kubicek were cultivated on solid SNA medium (synthetic nutrient agar)30. For 

spore production, 50 mL of liquid mungbean-medium (20 g mungbean in 1 L water were 

heated for 20 min and directly used after filtration) were inoculated with abraded 

mycelium of two fully grown SNA plates. After four days slow shaking (160 rpm) at 28 °C 

a sufficient amount of spores had been formed. For removal of mycelium and mungbean 

medium the spores were filtered through a sterile glass funnel containing glass wool and 

centrifuged at 8000 rpm at 4 °C for 10 min. To avoid degradation during long time storage 

at – 20 °C the generated spores were mixed with an aqueous solution containing 20 % 

glycerol. The concentration of spores was determined by spore counting using a light-

optical microscope (Nikon Instruments Europe, Amstelveen, The Netherlands).  
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Sample preparation for MALDI MS 

 

Matrix compounds Matrix 
concentration 

Solvent Mixture Mixing ratio 

Ferulic acid (FA) 10, 20, 30 mg/mL ACN/0.1 % TFA 3/7, 1/1, 7/3 
iPrOH/0.1 % TFA 3/7, 1/1, 7/3 

Sinapinic acid (SA) 10, 20, 30 mg/mL ACN/0.1 % TFA 3/7, 1/1, 7/3, 2/1 
iPrOH/0.1 % TFA 3/7, 1/1, 7/3, 2/1 

2,5-Dihydroxybenzoid 
acid (DHB) 10, 20, 30 mg/mL 

ACN/0.1 % TFA 3/7, 1/1, 7/3, 2/1, 
6/4 

iPrOH/0.1 % TFA 3/7, 1/1, 7/3, 2/1, 
6/4 

EtOH/0.1 % TFA 1/9 
iPrOH/0.1 % TFA 1/9 

EtOH/water 1/9 
iPrOH/water 1/9 

DHB/2-Hydroxy-5-
methoxybenzoic acid 

(MSA)(9/1) 
10, 20, 30 mg/mL 

EtOH/0.1 % TFA 1/9 
iPrOH/0.1 % TFA 1/9 

EtOH/water 1/9 
iPrOH/water 1/9 

DHB/CHCA (1/1) 10, 20, 30 mg/mL 
ACN/5 % formic 
acid/0.1 % TFA 

14/3/3 

iPrOH/5 % formic 
acid/0.1 % TFA 

14/3/3 

α-Cyano-4-
hydroxycinnamic acid 

(CHCA) 

6 mg/mL Aceton - 

10, 20 mg/mL iPrOH/0.1 % TFA 4/1 

2,4,6-
trihydroxyacetophenone 

(THAP) 
10, 20, 30 mg/mL 

MeOH - 

iPrOH - 

DHB/Butylamine 30 mg/mL MeOH - 
DHB/Aniline 10 mg/mL ACN/water 1/1 

CHCA/Butylamine 40 mg/mL MeOH - 
CHCA/Aniline 10 mg/mL ACN/0.1 % TFA 1/1 

 

Table 3.1: Evaluated matrix/solvent combinations for intact spore mass spectrometry of 

Fusarium species. 

 

Prior to MALDI MS analysis glycerol had to be removed from the spores. 50 to 100 µL of 

spores solution were washed 3 times with 100 µL water using Nanosep™ (Pall Corporation, 

Ann Arbor, MI, USA) centrifugal devices (MWCO 10 kDa) at 10000 rpm for 10 min. The 
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glycerol free spores were suspended in water to obtain a final spore concentration of 3.5 

million spores/µL.  

During the optimization of the MALDI MS preparation different matrices and solvents 

were tested: 12 matrix compounds (see Table 3.1), in different concentrations (6, 10, 20, 

30 and 40 mg/mL) and solvent mixtures (15 variations) were valued. For details see Table 

3.1 showing all combinations tested.  

Three sample preparation techniques31 were used. Briefly, for thin layer technique 0.5 µL 

of the matrix mixture were applied on the stainless steel MALDI target (often reused prior 

to this type of application, DE1580ta, Shimadzu Biotech Kratos Analytical, Manchester, 

UK), dried in a gentle stream of air and on top of the matrix crystal layer 0.5 µL of the 

spores solution were applied and dried again in a gentle stream of air. For the sandwich 

method a second matrix layer of 0.5 µL was applied on top of the dried thin layer 

preparation resulting in a matrix-sample-matrix sandwich. For the dried droplet technique, 

first 0.5 µL spores solution were applied on the target and 0.5 µL matrix solution were 

added by direct mixing on the target by the pipette tip.  

The resulting matrix/spore crystal layer were viewed and photographed by a light-optical 

microscope (Nikon Instruments Europe, Amstelveen, The Netherlands).  

 

Mass spectrometry 

MALDI TOF mass spectra of the spores preparations were acquired on an AXIMA TOF2 

and AXIMA CFR+ (both Shimadzu Biotech Kratos Analytical, Manchester, UK), each 

equipped with a nitrogen laser (λ = 337 nm). Both instruments were operated in the 

positive linear ion mode using pulsed extraction (PE) for optimal average resolution (PE 

setting m/z 5000). Each mass spectrum was acquired by averaging 2500 unselected and 

consecutive laser profiles (one pulse per profile). Laser power was set to 70 – 110 arbitrary 

units (relative scale 0 – 180) according to the corresponding threshold laser power required 

for the applied matrix systems. The ion gate was set to m/z 1000 to blank most of the ions 

arising from the matrix and other contaminants. 

 

Results and Discussion 
 

With regard to the aim of this study, the generation of peptide and/or protein profiles of the 

surfaces of intact Fusarium spores, acidic matrix compounds (CHCA32, DHB33, 34, FA35, 
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SA35, and THAP36) and neutral ionic liquid matrix systems (DHB/Butylamine37, 

CHCA/Butylamine38), all preferred for MALDI MS of isolated peptides and proteins, were 

utilized. Various solvent systems were used to dissolve the matrix compounds, namely 

ACN, MeOH, EtOH, iPrOH and acetone. These organic solvents were either used in pure 

form or they were mixed with plain water or TFA acidified water. Various considerations, 

such as the ability to dissolve the matrix compound, the evaporation behavior and the 

exhibited surface tension, the latter two are influencing the crystallization behavior of the 

matrix, provided the basis for the solvent systems selected. We tested commonly used 

organic solvents, as ACN, MeOH and EtOH, but also iPrOH which exhibits a higher 

surface tension and is more hydrophobic, leading to a more localized, hence more 

concentrated sample application onto the MALDI target, resulting in a different, 

potentially more efficient crystallization of the matrix/analyte system.  
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(a) 10 mg DHB/mL ACN/0.1 % TFA (2:1, v/v)

(b) 10 mg SA/mL ACN/0.1 % TFA (2:1, v/v) 

(c) 10 mg FA/mL ACN/0.1 % TFA (3:7, v/v)

 
Figure 3.1: Positive ion MALDI linear TOF mass spectra of intact Fusarium spores (F. 

graminiearum pH1) Matrix systems applied with dried droplet method were: (a) 30 mg 

DHB/mL ACN/0.1 % TFA (2:1, v/v), (b) 30 mg SA/mL ACN/0.1 % TFA (2:1, v/v), (c) 10 

mg FA/mL ACN/ 0.1 % TFA (3:7, v/v). 

 

We started the investigations on intact Fusarium spores by testing previously published 

matrix systems suitable for fungal spores (Penicllilium, Aspergillus, Rhizopus, 
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Triochderma, Phanerochaete), (a) 30 mg DHB in 1 mL ACN/0.1 % TFA (2:1, v/v)24, (b) 

30 mg SA in 1 mL ACN/0.1 % TFA (2:1, v/v)23 and (c) 10 mg FA dissolved in 1 mL 

ACN/0.1 % TFA (3:7, v/v)21, applied with dried droplet technique. Figure 3.1, showing the 

obtained positive ion MALDI mass spectra, illustrates the great influence of the matrix 

compound and the solvent system on the obtained peptide/protein profiles. Although the 

mass spectra obtained with matrix SA and FA (Figure 3.1 b and c) show a reasonable 

number of peaks throughout the whole investigated m/z range, the specific mass spectra of 

the two preparations were not comparable to each other in terms of peaks detected and 

their intensities. Contrary, less spectral information was achieved with DHB (Figure 3.1 a), 

mainly showing peaks in the lower m/z region. Due to differing peptide/protein profiles 

evaluation of matrix systems is necessary. Investigation of FA as matrix yields the most 

informative analyte profiles, a high number of peaks exhibiting high intensities could be 

observed throughout the whole investigated m/z range. Contrary the application of SA, 

DHB and THAP results in less peaks (mainly peaks in the lower m/z range from m/z 1000 

to 3500 are observed) and lower peak intensities. Comparable analyte profiles are achieved 

from matrix systems consisting of mixtures of matrix substances, namely DHB/CHCA39 

and DHB/MSA34. Only very little spectral information could be received from mass 

spectra generated with CHCA and the selected ionic liquid matrices37, 40, 41, few peaks with 

quite low intensities were detected. As mentioned above the mass spectrum generated by 

means of the matrix FA provided the highest mass spectral information content in terms of 

peak number and therefore seems to be a quite suitable matrix compound for MALDI-TOF 

MS of Fusarium species. So these results agree with the findings of Valentine et al 21 that 

FA is the matrix of choice when characterizing fungal species due to the enhanced mass 

spectral information provided. A difference was found for the ratio of the solvent system 

ACN/0.1 % TFA, which turned out to be more suitable for Fusarium spores. The amount 

of the more hydrophobic solvent ACN in the mixture was increased so that a final ratio of 

7:3 (v/v, ACN/0.1 TFA) was used. 

Beside the influence of the matrix system, also sample preparation is affecting protein 

profiles in terms of reproducibility, peak number and intensity. Hence three MALDI 

preparation techniques were evaluated, thin layer, sandwich and dried droplet techniques.  
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Figure 3.2: Positive ion MALDI linear TOF mass spectra and corresponding microscopic 

images of the matrix/sample preparation (ring diameter 2.8 mm) of intact Fusarium spores 

(F. graminearum pH1) applied with (a) thin layer, (b) sandwich and (c) dried droplet 

technique. Matrix system used: 10 mg FA/ mL ACN/0.1 % TFA (7:3, v/v).  
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Figure 3.2 presents light-optical microscope images showing the crystallization behavior of 

these three sample preparations and their corresponding mass spectra. F. graminearum 

pH1 was prepared using 10 mg FA in 1 mL ACN/0.1 % TFA (7:3, v/v) as matrix system. 

The findings in terms of crystallization behavior are generally valid for all investigated 

matrix systems in this study. 

For thin layer technique matrix solution is applied onto the MALDI target forming a thin 

layer of matrix crystals and the sample solution is applied on top of this layer. The upper 

matrix layer is dissolved in the sample solution facilitating the embedding of the spores 

into the matrix layer. Only matrix systems consisting of highly volatile organic solvents, 

ensuring fast evaporation, result in thin homogeneous matrix crystal layers. In this study 

only one matrix system, 6 mg CHCA in 1 mL acetone, meets this demand, but results in 

mass spectra showing very few peaks with low intensity. Even though CHCA in pure 

acetone is dedicated for application with thin layer technique, no significant 

peptide/protein profiles could be achieved, indicating that thin layer technique is no 

suitable matrix/sample preparation method for Fusarium spore analysis. Matrix 

compounds dissolved in mixtures of ACN, EtOH, MeOH, iPrOH with water or aqueous 

0.1 % TFA formed larger crystals irregularly distributed throughout the whole spot using 

thin layer preparation, see Figure 3.2 a. After application of the sample solution on top of 

such a layer, embedding of the spores into the matrix crystals will also occur irregularly, 

often forming so called “sweet” spots. If data acquisition is done manually, one can search 

for these “sweet” spots and obtain significant, but not always reproducible MALDI mass 

spectra. If data acquisition is done automatically via rastering the sample spot at defined 

laser energies decreased mass spectral quality in terms of decreased signal-to-noise ratio 

was observed and no reproducible protein profiles could be obtained (Figure 3.2 a), as only 

a few “sweet” spots could be localized across the sample spot. Furthermore a lower 

desorption/ionization efficiency is obtained for thin layer technique, caused by the irregular 

embedding of the spores into the matrix crystal. A possibility to overcome this irregular 

distribution of matrix/spore crystals is the application of another matrix layer on top of the 

thin layer preparation, also referred to as sandwich preparation technique. Due to this 

dissolving and recrystallisation step a more homogeneously distributed crystal layer should 

be formed and a better incorporation of the spores into the matrix crystals should occur. 

Looking at the light-optical microscope images of the sandwich preparation technique one 

can see two different kinds of crystals, small compact ones and larger branched crystals of 

the matrix. Even though no uniform preparation was achieved, automatic rastering of the 
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spot resulted in most cases in reproducible protein profiles (Figure 3.2 b). Nevertheless 

reproducibility was not satisfying enough. Optimal reproducibility was obtained from the 

dried droplet technique. Direct mixing of spores and matrix solution on the MALDI target 

facilitated a more evenly embedding of the spores into the matrix crystals. Small branched 

crystals growing from the border into the centre of the spot were formed. Even tough no 

consistent crystal layer is formed throughout the whole spot (the centre of the spot is 

covered only thinly with crystals), excellent desorption/ionization of the surface 

peptides/proteins from the spores was obtained, yielding highly reproducible 

peptide/protein profiles (Figure 3.2 c).  
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Figure 3.3: Positive ion MALDI linear TOF mass spectra of intact Fusarium spores (F. 

graminearum pH1) applied with thin layer, sandwich and dried droplet technique utilizing 

three different matrix systems, 10 mg (a) FA, (b) SA or (c) DHB dissolved in 1 mL ACN/ 

0.1 % TFA (7:3, v/v).  

 

Figure 3.3 summarizes the effects of the most effective matrix compounds and sample 

preparation techniques on the obtainable mass spectral information in terms of the 

complexity of the peak pattern. Beside mass spectra reproducibility also the obtainable 

protein information generated by the above mentioned sample preparation techniques, thin 
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layer, sandwich and dried droplet technique, was studied. Figure 3.3 shows MALDI mass 

spectra obtained from matrix systems consisting of 10 mg FA, SA and DHB dissolved in 1 

mL ACN/0.1 % TFA (7:3, v/v) and the following preparation techniques: thin layer, 

sandwich and dried droplet technique. Beside the variations in the achieved protein profiles 

due to the different matrix compounds utilized, variations in peak number and intensity 

could be observed when changing the sample preparation technique. Consistent for all 

three matrix systems the achieved peptide/protein profiles improve from thin layer to 

sandwich to dried droplet preparation technique. Thin layer technique results in protein 

profiles lacking information about higher molecular mass compounds (> 4000 Da), 

whereas sandwich and dried droplet technique yield peptide/protein profiles containing low 

as well as high molecular mass compounds. Even though yielding quite similar 

peptide/protein profiles higher peak intensities could be obtained with dried droplet 

technique.  
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Figure 3.4: Positive ion MALDI linear TOF mass spectra of intact Fusarium spores (F. 

graminearum CPK 2785, F. poae CPK 2786, F. sporotrichoides CPK 2787, F. culmorum 

CPK 2789 and F. cerealis CPK 2790) Matrix system used: 10 mg FA/ mL ACN/0.1 % TFA 

(7:3, v/v) applied with dried droplet technique.1.7 million spores were applied onto the 

MALDI target. 
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Combination of the matrix compound FA (10 mg FA dissolved in 1 mL ACN/0.1 % TFA 

(7:3, v/v)), which generated the most informative analyte profiles, and the dried drop 

technique, which yielded highly reproducible peptide/protein profiles, resulted in the most 

valuable peptide/protein profiles (patterns) for Fusarium spores. Figure 3.4 shows typical 

intact spore mass spectrometric profiles with the above mentioned optimized matrix and 

sample preparation for the following mycotoxin-producing species: F. graminearum CKP 

2785, F. poae CPK 2786, F. sporotrichoides CPK 2787, F. culmorum CPK 2789 and F. 

cerealis CPK 2790. Numerous intensive peaks throughout the whole investigated m/z 

range from 1500 to 15000 could be observed, yielding species specific peptide/protein 

profiles allowing the unambiguously differentiation of these Fusarium species. Based on 

that the development of a database for Fusarium species and isolates is feasible and under 

development. 

 

Conclusion 
 

Aim of this study was to find a MALDI sample preparation method for intact spore mass 

spectrometry (generation of surface peptide/protein patterns) of intact Fusarium spores. 

Various key issues became apparent during the evaluation of several MALDI sample 

preparation methods. Homogenous embedding of spores into matrix crystals and evenly 

distribution of these matrix crystals throughout the whole MALDI target spot enabled 

homogeneous desorption/ionization, which is essential for acquiring significant 

peptide/protein patterns of intact spores. On this account dried droplet technique turned out 

to be the most suitable preparation technique. The matrix and spores are mixed in liquid 

phase resulting in appropriate embedding of the spores into the matrix crystals and 

subsequent highly reproducible MALDI mass spectra across a m/z range from 1500 to 

15000 could be acquired. The MALDI matrix system and sample preparation technique of 

choice generating highly reproducible peptide/protein patterns for Fusarium spore 

characterization was the following: the matrix mixture consisting of 10 mg FA in 1 mL 

ACN/0.1 % TFA (7:3, v/v) applied with dried droplet technique. By means of this 

approach for the first time a differentiation of various Fusarium spores was demonstrated. 

Future objectives are the characterization, identification and differentiation of mycotoxin-

producing Fusarium species common in Austria and central eastern Europe via intact spore 

MS and the development of a database.  
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Abstract 
 

One of the most prominent polymer group applied for drug conjugation is poly(ethylene) 

glycol. Since drug production is subjected to strict restrictions on the part of the FDA and 

EMEA, also PEG has to be characterized accurately. Particularly its molecular mass 

distribution (MMD) and polydispersity can result in unrequested inhomogeneous final 

products. Therefore evaluation of PEG before applying it to drug conjugation is essential. 

In this study a new analytical method for size and molecular mass determination based on 

electrophoretic mobility called GEMMA is used to characterize linear PEG´s with two 

differing terminating functional groups. To confirm the data acquired by GEMMA a 

second, well established method for molecular weight determination, MALDI-TOF MS, 

was applied. Utilizing these two analytical approaches four monomethoxylated PEG-

succinimidyl succinate (mPEG-SS) derivatives were investigated in terms of polydispersity 

and MMD. Although based on differing principles, both analytical methods yield 

comparable results. Due to the functional limit of the µCPC detector no GEMMA data 

were achievable for mPEG-SS 2K. GEMMA based MMD maxima of 4.77 kDa (± 4.4 % 

precision) for mPEG-SS 5K, 9.76 kDa (± 2.6 %) for mPEG-SS 10K and 18.7 kDa (± 1.8 

%) for mPEG-SS 20K were obtained. MALDI data yielded MMD maxima of 2.19 kDa (± 

0.3 %) for mPEG-SS 2K, 4.87 kDa (± 0.6 %) for mPEG-SS 5K, 10.2 kDa (± 0.9 %) for 

mPEG-SS 10K and 19.7 kDa (± 1.7 %) for mPEG-SS 20K. All obtained MMD maxima for 

the mPEG batches lie within the company stated specifications, MMD ± 10 % (based on 
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MALDI-TOF MS data). For mPEG-SS 2K a polydispersity of 1.02 and for mPEG-SS 5K, 

10K and 20K a polydispersity of 1.01 were determined from GEMMA as well as from 

MALDI-TOF MS data and are also in excellent agreement with the company´s data of 1.05 

– 1.1 which are derived from GPC experiments.  

 

Introduction 
 

In modern society polymers are implemented in a wide range of applications. One of the 

most prominent utilization is their conjugation to peptides and proteins 1, 2. Nowadays 

synthetic peptides and recombinant proteins are commonly used as potent and specific 

therapeutic agents, though their unrestricted application is limited by several intrinsic 

factors, low stability in vivo and thereof short plasma half-life 3, 4 and immunogenicity 5, 6. 

Conjugation of peptide/protein-based drugs with polymers, e.g. poly(ethylene) glycol 

(PEG) 7, 8, dextrans 9, 10 or poly(amino acids) 11, is an increasingly used strategy to 

overcome these limitations and hence facilitates large-scale application. Polymers suitable 

for peptide/protein conjugation have to fulfil a variety of criteria 12. The polymer should be 

readily biodegradable to avoid progressive accumulation in the body. Its polydispersity 

should be as close as possible to 1 to yield an acceptable homogeneity of the final drug. 

Distribution and accumulation in the desired body compartments as well as prolonged 

action should be given by a sufficient body/compartment-residence time. Finally, the 

polymer conjugation to the peptide/protein should be obtained via a single reactive group 

to avoid cross-linking, thus yielding an inhomogeneous product.  

Due to its outstanding properties 12, 13, non-toxic, non-immunogenic, non-antigenic, highly 

soluble in water and many organic solvents, hydrophobic, flexible chain and accepted by 

the FDA and EMEA for human use, PEG is the most prominent polymer used for polymer-

drug conjugation nowadays. The solubility in water and in numerous organic solvents 

allows PEGylation of peptides/proteins under mild physiological conditions. The 

combination of the highly flexible chain and the high hydrophobicity (PEG binds 2-3 water 

molecules per ethylene oxide unit) is suggested to be responsible for the PEG´s ability to 

reduce immunogenicity and antigenicity 5 and to prevent due to steric hindrance enzymatic 

degradation 14 of peptides/proteins. Another important property concerning the 

pharmaceutical usage of PEG is its low polydispersity, Mw/Mn 1.01 (PEG < 5000 Da) to 

1.1 (PEG > 50 kDa) 13. Considering the requirements of a polymer applied for drug 
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conjugation, PEG seems to be the most suitable choice. Covalent coupling of PEG to 

proteins overcomes most of the limiting intrinsic factors mentioned above 15, 16, 

immunogenicity 5, 17-19 and antigenicity 20-22 are decreased, body-residence time 23, 24 and 

stability towards metabolic enzymes 25 are increased. Beside the obvious advantages, PEG-

protein conjugation is also accompanied by some undesirable effects, as the loss of 

biological activity. For example, PEG-interferon α2a (Pegasys®) retains only 7 % of the 

antiviral activity of the native protein, but due to the improved pharmacokinetics it still 

obtains a better performance 26. Since the introduction of protein PEGylation by Davis and 

Abuchowski 5, 25 in the 1970´s a great number of PEG-drug conjugates came on the 

market, e.g. PEG-adenosine deaminase (Adagen®) 27, PEG-granulocyte colony-stimulating 

factor  (Neulasta®) 28, PEG-growth hormone receptor antagonist (Somavert®) 29, PEG-

interferon α2a (Pegasys®) 26, PEG-interferon α2b (PEG-Intron®) 30, PEG-asparaginase 

(Oncaspar®) 31, and more PEG-proteins are currently in clinical trial phases 11, 32. Further 

pharmaceutical applications of PEG are the conjugation to smaller drugs, like antitumor 

drugs, peptides, or oligonucleotides 11, 33 and the use as drug delivery systems 34, 35 or 

diagnostic carrier 36.  

Because drug production is subjected to strict controls, reactive PEG batches applied to 

drug conjugation have to be evaluated in detail. In general, monomethoxylated PEG´s 

(mPEG) are used, which are synthesised by anionic ring opening polymerization initiated 

with methoxide ions 13. Due to the presence of trace amounts of water during 

polymerization, commercially available mPEG can contain a considerable amount of diol 

PEG (up to 15 %), leading to unrequested cross-linked co-products and varying degree of 

coupling groups. A mPEG batch is commonly composed of molecules built up by different 

numbers of monomers, thus yielding in ideal cases a Gaussian shaped molecular mass 

distribution (MMD). Possible consequences are drug conjugates with varying biological 

properties, e.g. body-residence time, immunogenicity. So to avoid unwanted cross-linked 

products and to determine the polydispersity it is recommended to evaluate mPEG batches 

prior to the conjugation process with different analytical techniques, GPC 37-40 and/or DLS 
41-43.  
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Figure 4.1: Structure and calculated molecular weight of methoxylated poly(ethylene 

glycol) succinicmidyl succinate derivatives (mPEG-SS). 

 

In this study four monomethoxy PEG-succinimidyl succinate (mPEG-SS) derivatives, 

structures and calculated exact molecular masses shown in Figure 4.1, were characterized 

according to MMD and polydispersity. Therefore a new method based on the 

determination of the analytes electrophoretic mobility diameter (EMD), called gas phase 

electrophoretic mobility macromolecular analyzer (GEMMA) was used 44, 45. Multiply 

charged macromolecular ions are generated via nano electrospray (nES) and charge 

reduced by a bipolar atmosphere generated by a Polonium-210 (alpha-particles) source to 

obtain neutral and singly charged positive and negative ions. These ions are size separated 

according to their EMD using a nano differential mobility analyzer (nDMA) and detected 

by means of a condensation particle counter (µCPC), which is a direct optical (laser-based) 

detector allowing counting single particles.  Based on the correlation of EMD to molecular 

weight of well defined globular proteins 46 the MMD of four mPEG-SS derivatives can be 

determined. To confirm and complement the data achieved with GEMMA matrix-assisted 

laser desorption/ionization time-of-flight mass spectrometry (MALDI-TOF MS) of the 

reactive PEG derivatives was applied. MALDI MS in combination with a linear TOF 

analyzer, mainly used for accurate molecular weight determination of proteins, 

carbohydrates and oligonucleotides is also a well established method for characterization 

of polymers 47-50. Prerequisite for MALDI-TOF MS analysis is the embedding of the 
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analyte into a matrix substance, which exhibits a high spectral absorption of the exciting 

laser wavelength and therefore enables desorption and ionization of intact analyte ions. 

Mass analysis of these (high mass molecular) ions is performed often by a linear TOF 

analyzer and is based on the fact that the time the ions need to pass a field free drift region 

applied between the ion source and the secondary electron multiplier detector is directly 

correlated with their mass to charge (m/z) ratio. The resulting signals are recorded as a 

function of time; the conversion of the spectrum´s x-axis from time to m/z ratio is 

performed by an empirically determined calibration function characteristic for a particular 

instrument.  

 

Materials and Methods 
 

Chemicals 

2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid (DHB) and 2-hydroxy-5-methoxybenzoic acid (MSA) were 

purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Steinheim, Germany). Sodium chloride, ammonium 

acetate, ethanol 96 % (EtOH) and water p.a (conductivity at 25 °C ≤ 1µS/cm) were 

obtained from Merck (Darmstadt, Germany).  

 

PEG samples 

Four linear PEG samples (methoxy PEG-succinimidyl succinates) dedicated for 

pharmaceutical applications from SunBio (Anyang City, South Korea) were investigated, 

namely mPEG-SS 2K, mPEG-SS 5K, mPEG-SS 10K and mPEG-SS 20K. 

 

Sample preparation for GEMMA and MALDI-TOF MS 

For GEMMA analysis all four PEG´s were dissolved in ammonium acetate buffer (pH 6.8; 

20 mM) resulting in a concentration of 1 mg/mL. A concentration series (0.5, 0.25, 0.1, 

0.025, 0.01 and 0.005 mg/mL) was prepared by diluting the stock solutions of the four 

mPEG-SS derivatives.   

For MALDI-TOF MS analysis the PEG´s were dissolved in water, resulting in a 

concentration of 1 mg/mL for mPEG-SS 2K and 10 mg/mL for mPEG-SS 5K, 10K and 

20K. Three matrix systems based on DHB dissolved in water/EtOH (9:1, v/v) were 

evaluated in terms of optimal mass spectrometric resolution 51, 52. Matrix system A 
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consisted of 10 mg DHB dissolved in 1 mL water/EtOH (9:1, v/v). 2 µL PEG solution and 

1 µL matrix solution were directly mixed on the stainless steel MALDI target. Matrix 

system B consisted of superDHB, a mixture of DHB and MSA (9:1, w/w) in water/EtOH 

(9:1, v/v); PEG solution and matrix solution were pre-mixed (1:4, v/v) in an Eppendorf 

tube and two times 1.5 µL of this mixture (separated by a drying step) were applied onto 

the target. Finally the so obtained spot was recrystallized with 0.8 µL EtOH. For matrix 

system C superDHB (DHB/MSA (9:1, w/w) in 1 mL water/EtOH (9:1, v/v)), PEG solution 

and 0.1 M NaCl solution were pre-mixed in an Eppendorf tube in a mixing ratio of 1:1:6 

(v/v/v). Two times 1.5 µL of this mixture (separated by a drying step) were applied onto 

the target. Finally the generated sample spot was recrystallized with 0.8 µL EtOH.  

 

Nano electrospray GEMMA 

The GEMMA system consists of a nano electrospray (nES) unit (TSI model 3480), a nano 

differential mobility analyzer (nDMA; TSI model 3080) and an ultrafine condensation 

particle counter (μCPC; TSI model 3025A) as detector (all parts from TSI Inc, Shoreview, 

MN, USA). Multiply charged ions are generated by the electrospray process and charge 

reduced to yield neutral and singly charged molecules. The ions are size separated 

according to their electrophoretic mobility diameter (EMD) in the nDMA and detected 

with the µCPC. For determination of the PEG´s size and the derived molecular weight, 

EMD of several well defined globular standard proteins were determined and used as 

calibrants. Based on the resulting correlation between EMD and molecular mass of the 

nanoobject unknown polymers can be characterized 46. The settings of the nES source were 

2 kV and 0.3 L/min CO2 (99.995 %, Air Liquide, Schwechat, Austria)/1 L/min compressed 

air (generated by compressor type Hobby Star 200W, ARGE, Garsten – St. Ulrich, 

Austria) were applied to operate the instrument in a stable cone-jet mode for the used 

ammonium acetate buffer (pH 6.8; 20 mM). A fused silica capillary with an inner diameter 

of 150 nm was used and the tip of the spray needle exhibited an angle of 75°. The 

electrospray process was operated in the positive ion mode. Ten scans (120 s per scan) 

were averaged for each final size GEMMA spectrum presented in this paper. 

 

MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry 

MALDI-TOF mass spectra of polymer samples were acquired on an AXIMA TOF² 

(Shimadzu Biotech Kratos Analytical, Manchester, UK) equipped with a nitrogen laser (λ 
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= 337 nm). The instrument was operated in positive ion, linear as well as reflectron mode 

using pulsed extraction optimised by the company-supplied algorithm for optimal 

resolution (set on 2000, 5000, 10000 and 20000 for the corresponding mPEG-SS 

derivatives). Each mass spectrum was acquired by averaging 80 to 800 unselected and 

consecutive laser shots. Prior to data analysis the mass spectra were smoothed with 

Savitsky-Golay algorithm.  

 

Calculation of the polydispersity 

Calculation of polydispersity values from GEMMA data was performed without software 

support. Mn (number average-molecular weight) was calculated as Mn = ∑niMi/∑ni, ni 

representing the number of polymer molecules having mass Mi, and Mw (weight-averaged 

molecular weight) was calculated as Mw = ∑niMi²/∑niMi. Polydispersity was calculated as 

Mw/Mn. Calculation of polydispersity values from MALDI-TOF MS data was supported by 

MALDI-MS application software (Shimadzu Biotech Launchpad 2.7, Shimadzu Biotech 

Kratos Analytical, Manchester, UK).  

 

Results and Discussion 
 

The method used for determination of the size and the derived molecular mass of PEG´s 

containing one reactive group (reacting particular with amino groups of lysine) was 

GEMMA.  
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Figure 4.2: GEMMA spectra of mPEG-SS 5K (A), 10K (B) and 20K (C). 

 

Figure 4.2 shows the obtained GEMMA spectra of three of the four investigated PEG´s. 

Two to three peaks can be observed in each GEMMA spectrum, corresponding to aerosol 
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droplets containing unimers, one singly charged polymer chain, di- or trimers, two or three 

polymer chains building a cluster carrying one charge. All EM diameter values and 

corresponding maxima of the MMD are summarized in Table 4.1.  

 

 

Unimer Dimer Trimer 

EMD 

[nm] 

MW 

[Da] 

EMD 

[nm] 

MW 

[Da] 

EMD 

[nm] 

MW 

[Da] 

mPEG-SS 5K - - 3.72 9100 4.29 13910 

mPEG-SS 10K 3.85 10080 4.78 19210 5.52 29540 

mPEG-SS 20K 4.78 19210 5.94 36790 6.85 56380 

 

Table 4.1: Electrophoretic mobility diameter (EMD) and derived maxima of molecular 

mass distribution of GEMMA spectra obtained from droplets containing one (unimer), two 

(dimer) or three (trimer) polymer chains of mPEG-SS 5K, 10K and 20K. 

 

Due to the functional limit of the µCPC analyzer at a particle diameter of 3 nm no 

GEMMA data could be obtained for mPEG-SS 2K. By the same reason detection of 

mPEG-SS 5K unimers was not possible, nevertheless di- and trimers of mPEG-SS 5K were 

detectable at EM diameters of 3.72 nm and 4.29 nm. The GEMMA spectrum of mPEG-SS 

10K exhibits unimers (3.85 nm) as well as di- (4.78 nm) and trimers (5.52 nm). mPEG-SS 

20K yields unimers with an EM diameter of 4.78 nm, dimers of 5.94 nm and trimers of 

6.85 nm. The formation (and its abundance) of dimers and trimers is directly correlated 

with the sample concentration, which is shown in Figure 4.3 exhibiting GEMMA spectra 

of various concentrations of mPEG-SS 20K.  
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Figure 4.3: GEMMA spectra of mPEG-SS 20K at different sample concentrations showing 

the correlation of the formation of di- and trimers to the sprayed sample concentration. 

 

With increasing sample concentration (2 x 10-4 M to 1 x 10-6 M) not only unimers but also 

di- and trimers and at higher concentrations (2 x 10-4 M to 2 x 10-5 M) even tetramers can 

be detected. From concentrations below 1 x 10-6 M only unimers can be detected. For 

determination of the MMD the detection of these multimer clusters is desirable, because 

these clusters consist of individual molecules having their own mass distribution, which is 

combined when forming such clusters, thus a relative narrowing of the mass distribution is 

achieved. Saucy et al used this relative narrowing of the mass distribution obtained by the 

clustering process to characterize various PEG standards 45. Based on the formed multimer 

clusters the maxima of the MMD were determined, yielding 4.77 kDa for mPEG-SS 5K, 

9.76 kDa for mPEG-SS 10K and 18.70 kDa for mPEG-SS 20K. Precision of the GEMMA 

analysis increased from mPEG-SS 5K (± 4.4 %) to mPEG-SS 20K (± 1.8 %). All MMD 

maxima data are summarized in Table 4.2. During the acquisition of the 10 scans required 

for one GEMMA spectrum a total volume of 1.34 µL sample solution is consumed (based 

on a measured sample solution flow of 67 nL/min this is related to a consumption of 1.34 

µg). Application of the above mentioned concentration series showed that sample 

concentrations from the micro-mole to the nano-mole range can be detected with the 
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GEMMA instrument, thus only a small amount of mPEG-SS derivatives is required to 

obtain significant GEMMA spectra. 

 

Maximum of molecular mass distribution [Da] 

 

Manufacturing company 

(based on MALDI-TOF 

MS) 

GEMMA  MALDI-TOF MS 

mPEG-SS 2K 2000 (± 10 %) not feasible 2190 (± 0.3 %) 

mPEG-SS 5K 5000 (± 10 %) 4770 (± 4.4 %) 4870 (± 0.6 %) 

mPEG-SS 10K 10000 (± 10 %) 9760 (± 2.6 %) 10150 (± 0.9 %) 

mPEG-SS 20K 20000 (± 10 %) 18700 (± 1.8 %) 19700 (± 1.7 %) 

 

Table 4.2: Molecular mass distributions (MMD) of the used batches specified by the 

company and comparison to the measured maxima of the MMDs molecular obtained by 

GEMMA and MALDI-TOF MS. Values in brackets indicate precision of the determination.   

 

Three preparation methods all based on the matrix DHB, a commonly used MALDI matrix 

for characterization of PEG´s 53, were evaluated in terms of obtainable MMD and signal 

intensity. Generally, DHB dissolved in water/EtOH forms long needle shaped crystals 

resulting in an inhomogeneous distribution of sample and matrix on the target spot. 

Acquisition of MALDI-TOF mass spectra with high S/N ratio and mass spectrometric 

resolution is only possible at so called “sweet spots”, where matrix and sample are mixed 

homogeneously within defined crystal structures. Addition of 10 % MSA 52 and/or 

recrystallization with EtOH 54 help to overcome the unfavourable crystallization behaviour 

of DHB. In both cases smaller more evenly distributed crystals are formed, thus leading to 

increased sensitivity and resolution. Recrystallization may also be accompanied by an 

appreciated side effect, the removal of salt contaminations. In contrast to MALDI-TOF MS 

of biopolymers, ionization of synthetic polymers occurs mostly via cationization rather 

than protonation 50, 53, thus addition of a (inorganic) cationization agent leads to an increase 

of mass spectrometric sensitivity 47, 55, 56. Another effect going along with the use of a 

cationization agent is the suppression of other salt contaminations present in the polymer 
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sample, matrix or solvents. The consequences of utilization of the above mentioned matrix 

additive (MSA), cationization agents and recrystallization on the MALDI-TOF mass 

spectra of mPEG-SS samples were investigated.  
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Figure 4.4: Positive ion MALDI-TOF mass spectra of mPEG-SS 2K in the reflectron mode 

prepared with the matrix DHB (A), superDHB (B) and superDHB doped with NaCl (C). In 

the inset a small m/z section of the mass spectra is presented showing the observable 

molecular ions and the corresponding Δm values. 

 

Figure 4.4 shows the MALDI-TOF mass spectra of mPEG-SS 2K prepared by the 

mentioned techniques (DHB, superDHB and super DHB with NaCl) and acquired in the 

reflectron mode. The inset of the Figure 4.4 shows a small m/z range of the mass spectra in 

detail with the observable molecular ions and the corresponding Δm values. In all three 

mass spectra the Na-adduct ions are the most prominent species. Even the plain preparation 

with DHB without any additives shows 3 groups of ions at 44 Da intervals, respectively 

Na-adduct ions (most intensive species), K-adduct ions (Δm 38 Da or to the Na-adduct ion 

Δm 16 Da) and a third signal resulting from [M+Na+K-H]+ (Δm 39 Da to the Na-adduct 
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ion). By use of superDHB, also MALDI-TOF mass spectra containing Na- (most intensive) 

and K-adduct ions were determined, but the signal from [M+Na+K-H]+ is not observable 

anymore. Most likely this adduct ion was removed by recrystallization with EtOH. Third 

matrix solution was superDHB mixed with NaCl acting as cationization agent. Only now it 

was possible to determine protonated molecular ions of mPEG-SS 2K, but still the Na-

adduct ions were the more prominent peaks, whereas no K-adduct ions could be observed. 

SuperDHB containing NaCl yields less complex MALDI-TOF mass spectra, showing the 

protonated molecular ions as well as the still dominating Na-adduct ions. Analysis of the 

mass spectra showed a MMD from m/z 1477 going up to m/z 2797. SuperDHB containing 

NaCl was used for MALDI-TOF mass spectrometric analysis of the other polymer 

samples, mPEG-SS 5K, 10K and 20K. The obtained mass spectra are shown in Figure 4.5.  
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Figure 4.5: Positive ion MALDI-TOF mass spectra of mPEG-SS 5K, 10K and 20K. Mass 

spectrum of mPEG-SS 5K was acquired in the reflectron mode (A) whereas mass spectra 

of mPEG-SS 10K (B) and 20K (C) were acquired in the linear mode. 
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The positive ion MALDI mass spectrum of mPEG-SS 5K acquired in the reflectron mode 

shows a Na-adduct ion distribution starting at m/z 4075 and going up to m/z 5703 with a 

mass difference of 44 Da between adjacent polymer molecular ions. No K-adducts or 

protonated molecular ions were observed. Unlike mPEG-SS 2K and 5K which were 

analysed with the reflectron mode, mass spectrum of mPEG-SS 10K was acquired in the 

linear operation mode, resulting in a series of Na-adduct ions with 44 Da difference. The 

molecular ion distribution of the polymer species ranges from m/z 8950 to m/z 11590. 

MALDI-TOF mass spectrometric analysis of mPEG-SS 20K was also performed in the 

linear operation mode and yielded a resolved signal starting at m/z 17800 and ending at 

m/z 21450. In this m/z region the achievable mass spectrometric resolution was not 

sufficient anymore to resolve the individual molecular ions of the polymer species (which 

are just 44 Da apart). Table 4.2 summarizes the maxima of the MMD obtained by MALDI-

TOF MS. Following MMD maxima were obtained, for mPEG-SS 2K 2190 Da, mPEG-SS 

5K 4870 Da, mPEG-SS 10K 10150 Da and for mPEG-SS 20K 19700 Da. These values 

differ from the calculated average molecular masses listed in Figure 4.1; mPEG-SS 2K 

yields a difference of +199 Da, mPEG-SS 5K of -117 Da, mPEG-SS 10K of +141 Da and 

mPEG-SS 20K of -309 Da. Due to decreasing resolution of the linear TOF analyzer, 

precision of the MALDI-TOF mass spectrometric analysis decreased from mPEG-SS 2K 

(± 0.3 %) up to mPEG-SS 20K (± 1.7 %).  

Comparing the maxima of the MMD of the investigated mPEG-SS derivatives it becomes 

obvious that the precision of the two methods (GEMMA and MALDI-TOF MS) tend to 

opposite directions. Precision of GEMMA analysis of polymers increases and the precision 

of MALDI-TOF MS decreases with increasing MMD. Precision decrease of MALDI-TOF 

MS is based on the decreasing resolution of the TOF mass analyzer. Increasing GEMMA 

precision is based on the detection of the multimer clusters, containing one to three PEG 

chains, which yield a relative narrowing of the MMD, see 45. So for PEG´s with a low 

MMD more significant data can be obtained utilizing MALDI-TOF MS, whereas for 

analysis of PEG´s with higher MMD GEMMA is the more suitable method. Nevertheless 

both methods yield MMD maxima lying within the specifications stated by the company, 

MMD ± 10%, yielded via MALDI-TOF MS. The MMD data were provided via the 

product data sheet and information about the applied methods was obtained from the 

internet (www.sunbio.com). So the MMD maxima obtained by MALDI-TOF MS (2190 

Da) lies within the stated specifications of 1800 to 2200 Da for mPEG-SS 2K. As 

mentioned above, no MMD maximum for mPEG-SS 2K could be obtained via GEMMA 
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analysis, due to the functional limit of the µCPC detector at a particle diameter of 3 nm. 

MMD maxima of 4770 Da (GEMMA) and 4870 Da (MALDI-TOF MS) for mPEG-SS 5K 

also fulfil the company´s specifications from 3600 to 4400 Da. For mPEG-SS 10K maxima 

of 9760 Da for GEMMA analysis and 10150 Da for MALDI-TOF analysis were achieved, 

perfectly fitting to MMD from 9000 to 11000 Da. Also MMD maxima acquired for 

mPEG-SS 20K, 18700 Da (GEMMA) and 19700 (MALDI-TOF MS) were lying within the 

specifications of 18000 to 22000 Da. All MMD maxima data are summarized in Table 4.2. 

 

Polydispersity 

 
Manufacturing company 

(based on GPC) 
GEMMA MALDI-TOF MS 

mPEG-SS 2K 1.05 – 1.1 not feasible 1.02 

mPEG-SS 5K 1.05 – 1.1 1.01 1.01 

mPEG-SS 10K 1.05 – 1.1 1.01 1.01 

mPEG-SS 20K 1.05 – 1.1 1.01 1.01 

 

Table 4.3: Polydispersity of the used batches specified by the company and compared to 

the values calculated from obtained GEMMA and MALDI-TOF MS data. 

 

Second parameter for characterization of the mPEG-SS derivatives was the polydispersity, 

data are summarized in Table 4.3. Polydispersity stated by the company is based on 

MALDI-TOF MS data as well as on GPC data, given specifications are 1.05 – 1.1. 

Calculation of the polydispersity on basis of MALDI-TOF data was supported by MALDI-

MS application software (Shimadzu Biotech Launchpad 2.7, Shimadzu Biotech Kratos 

Analytical, Manchester, UK), whereas calculation based on GEMMA data was performed 

by using the equations stated previously. For mPEG-SS 2K polydispersity was only 

calculated from MALDI data, because no GEMMA data could be achieved due to 

functional limits of the µCPC (GEMMA detector). MALDI-TOF MS yielded a 

polydispersity of 1.02. For mPEG-SS 5K, 10K and 20K polydispersity could be calculated 

from MALDI-TOF as well as from GEMMA data, yielding a polydispersity of 1.01 

consistent through both methods and all experiments. All calculated polydispersity values 
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are in agreement with the company data, they even are lower than the stated limits. So all 

mPEG-SS samples exhibit a very low MMD indicated by the low polydispersity value 

(very narrow distribution).  

 

Conclusion 
 

Strict controls of national and international regulatory agencies force accurate 

characterization of reactive PEG polymer batches applied for PEGylation in drug 

production (e.g. recombinant proteins). Due to non homogenous final products, especially 

the determination of MMD and the polydispersity is of great relevance. In this study four 

mPEG-SS batches were analysed via MALDI-TOF MS and GEMMA, two instruments 

based on different physico-chemical principles. Molecular mass determination via 

MALDI-TOF MS analysis is based on the determination of the time-of-flight and the 

correlated m/z values whereas GEMMA analysis acts on the electrophoretic mobility 

diameter and the derived molecular mass. Obtained maxima of the MMD of the mPEG-SS 

batches lie within the specifications stated by the company, MMD ± 10 %, no further 

conclusions on the data quality achieved via GEMMA or MALDI-TOF could be drawn, 

due to the lack of more detailed product information, e.g. exact MMD maximum achieved 

by the company. Polydispersity values of 1.02 for mPEG-SS 2K and 1.01 for mPEG-SS 

5K, 10K and 20K were calculated from GEMMA as well as MALDI-TOF data, indicating 

that the mPEG-SS derivatives exhibit a low MMD, hence fulfil the desired criteria to be 

utilized for conjugation to proteins and peptides. 
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Abstract  
 

Von Willebrand factor (vWF), an adhesive glycoprotein with an approximate molecular 

weight (MW) of the monomer of 260 kDa, circulates in the human blood plasma as a series 

of multimers ranging in size from 450 kDa to 20.000 kDa, thus the determination of 

accurate MW of the monomer is of great importance and due to its high mass challenging. 

In this study accurate MW determination of intact recombinant vWF monomer (rvWF) was 

performed with GEMMA and MALDI TOF MS. Three rvWF preparations with differing 

buffer systems and glycoprotein concentrations were analyzed. First investigations by 

means of CGE-on-the-chip with a laser-induced-fluorescence detector under reducing 

conditions revealed two compounds (MW of 277 kDa (migration time 44.3 s) and 341 kDa 

(migration time 49.5 s)) present in each sample at varying extent, namely mature and pro-

rvWF. The MALDI MS analysis in the linear positive ion mode allowed the detection of 

mature rvWF with a MW of 256.1 kDa (± 0.8 %) and pro-rvWF with a MW of 349.8 kDa 

(± 0.8 %). Two samples containing pro-rvWF in very minor concentration resulted in 

GEMMA detection of the mature rvWF with a MW of 227.4 kDa (± 2.5 %), corresponding 

to a size of 10.9 nm. For one sample containing both rvWF species in almost equal 
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concentrations no differentiation of the two species was possible with GEMMA analysis. 

Due to its lower resolution only a peak representing a mixture of both species at 11.8 nm 

could be observed, yielding a MW of 298.8 kDa (± 1.6 %). 

 

Introduction 
 

Von Willebrand factor (vWF) is an adhesive complex glycoprotein with a molecular mass 

of the monomer of approx. 260 kDa (determined by SDS agarose gel electrophoresis) 1-3 

circulating in human plasma as dimer and a series of oligomers ranging in molecular mass 

from 450 kDa to 20.000 kDa 2, 4, 5. Synthesized in endothelial cells 6, 7 and megakaryocytes 
8 the precursor polypeptide, pre-pro-vWF, consists of a 22-amino acid residue signal 

peptide, a 741-residue pro-peptide and a 2050-residue polypeptide 9. After in vivo removal 

of the signal peptide two pro-vWF units are linked via disulfide bonds forming dimers, the 

building blocks for mature vWF multimers 10, 11. Prior to plasma release the pro-peptide is 

cleaved off and the remaining part contains several post translational modifications, 

namely glycosylation 9, 12-14 and sulfation 15. The final mature vWF carries 12 N- and 10 O-

glycans, whereof specific N-glycans are further modified by sulfation 16. The carbohydrate 

moiety contributes to several specific properties of vWF, e.g. physiological activity, 

receptor binding, clearance from plasma circulation and structural stability 17, 18. After 

biosynthesis mature vWF is either released into the blood circulation system or it is stored 

in the Weibel-Palade body 19. In human plasma vWF serves a dual purpose in hemostasis. 

In case of vascular injury it mediates adhesion of platelet glycoproteins, e.g. collagen to 

vascular subendothelium 20. Furthermore vWF builds a non-covalent complex with blood 

coagulation factor VIII (FVIII) avoiding its rapid clearance from plasma, thus normal 

thrombin generation can take place 21.  

Inherited defects on vWF cause von Willebrand Disease (vWD), one of the most common 

bleeding disorders in humans 22. Symptoms of vWD are abnormal platelet function leading 

to constant nose bleeding, unexplained bruising or prolonged bleeding after injury. Due to 

the reduced level of vWF vWD is commonly accompanied by a decrease of FVIII 

procoagulant activity. Depending on the severity of the vWF defect several degrees of 

vWD occur. Patients with mild vWD have reduced vWF plasma levels and are treated by 

administration of desmopressin, which temporarily increases the vWF level 23. Patients 

suffering from more severe forms of vWD have to be treated with human plasma derived 
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concentrates or cryoprecipitates, containing both FVIII and vWF 24, 25. However, this 

replacement therapy is accompanied by some limitations 26. Human plasma derived vWF 

concentrates show varying vWF and FVIII levels and ratios, depending on the donor´s 

pool. Furthermore due to proteolytic degradation during the isolation and purification 

(manufacturing) process, the multimer composition of the plasma derived vWF 

concentrates varies and no high molecular mass multimers, exhibiting the highest 

hemostatical activity, can be found. The use of recombinant vWF (rvWF) produced by 

fermentation of transformed cells would overcome these limitations 27. Absence of plasma 

proteases avoids rvWF degradation and the risk of virus transmission is nearly eliminated. 

In vivo and in vitro evaluations have confirmed that structure and properties of rvWF are 

comparable to plasma derived vWF 28.  

Due to the high molecular mass of the rvWF monomers and the multimeric composition 

characterization of rvWF is a quite challenging task and was to our knowledge never 

performed by the three techniques, namely nano ES (electrospray) gas phase 

electrophoretic macromolecular mobility analyzer (GEMMA), a particular kind of ion 

mobility spectrometer, vacuum matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization (MALDI) mass 

spectrometry (MS) and additionally capillary gel electrophoresis-on-the-chip (CGE-on-the-

chip). Contrary to the commonly used approach, SDS-polyacrylamide 29 and -agarose gel 

electrophoresis 30, in this study determination of the exact molecular size, sample 

heterogeneity and exact molecular mass of three rvWF preparations was performed by 

nano ES GEMMA, MALDI-linear TOF (time-of-flight) MS as well as CGE-on-the-chip. 

Nano ES GEMMA analysis is based on generating multiply charged molecular ions by 

means of a nano ES process in the cone-jet mode followed by charge reduction via 

Polonium-210, thus yielding neutral and singly charged positive and negative ions. These 

ions are size separated according to their electrophoretic mobility diameter (EMD) using a 

nano differential mobility analyzer (nDMA) and detected by means of a condensation 

particle counter (µCPC) based on an indirect optical detection 31-33. Based on the excellent 

correlation (r = 0.998) of the EMD to the molecular mass of well defined globular proteins 

the molecular mass of glycoproteins can be determined34. The second method used for 

characterization of rvWF was positive ion MALDI MS applying a linear TOF system with 

a standard detector35. The well-established “soft” desorption/ionization technique MALDI 

generates mainly singly up to triply charged molecular ions, shows a high salt and 

detergent tolerance and requires low amounts of samples, which makes MALDI-TOF MS 

to the dedicated technique for accurate molecular mass determination of intact high mass 
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proteins 36. Prior to detailed characterization via nano ES GEMMA and MALDI TOF MS 

the rvWF samples were investigated with CGE-on-the-chip, yielding a first overview of 

the three samples in terms of homogeneity and approximate molecular mass within a 

reasonable time span (60 s of separation time). 

 

Materials and Methods 
 

Chemicals 

Ammonium acetate, acetic acid 96 %, acetonitrile p.a. (ACN), methanol p.a. (MeOH), 

formic acid 98 – 100 % (FA) and water p.a. (conductivity at 25 °C ≤ 1 µS/cm) were 

purchased from Merck (Darmstadt, Germany). Coomassie Brilliant Blue R250 (CBB), 

sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS) and 2,4,6 trihydroxyacetophenone monohydrate (THAP) 

were obtained from Fluka (Buchs, Switzerland). Lithium dodecyl sulphate (LDS) and 1,4-

dithiothreitol (DTT, min 99.0 %) were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (Steinheim, 

Germany). NuPage LDS sample buffer (4×), NuPage Tris-Acetate SDS running buffer 

(20×), HiMark unstained high molecular weight protein standard and Invitromass high 

molecular weight mass calibration kit were purchased from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA, 

USA). Trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) was obtained from Riedel de Haën (Seelze, Germany). 

 

Recombinant von Willebrand factor (rvWF) 

Three non-commercial rvWF preparations were produced from Baxter Biosciences 

(Vienna, Austria). Sample A contained 0.67 mg/mL rvWF dissolved in a buffer system 

consisting of 5.25 g/L L-glycin, 5.25 g/L L-lysin-hydrochlorid, 5.25 g/L trisodium-citrat × 

2H2O, 0.62 g/L CaCl2 × 2H2O and 2.2 g/L NaCl (pH 6.8). Sample B contained 0.49 

mg/mL rvWF and sample C 0.54 mg/mL rvWF; both samples were dissolved in the 

following buffer system consisting of 20 mM HEPES, 150 mM NaCl and 0.5 % saccharose 

(pH 7.4). 

 

Capillary gel electrophoresis-on-the-chip for evaluation of sample homogeneity 

CGE-on-the-chip experiments were carried out using the 2100 Bioanalyzer and the Protein 

P200 plus assay (Agilent Technologies, Waldbronn, Germany) with a non-commercial set-
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up. The instrument was operated and the obtained results were integrated and evaluated 

with the aid of the 2100 Expert software v.B.02.02.SI238. 

All chips (Agilent Technologies, Waldbronn, Germany) were prepared according to the 

manufacturer´s instruction. Briefly, 4 µL of the rvWF sample solutions were mixed with 2 

µL of the provided denaturing solution containing 0.0052 mg/mL DTT, heated on 95 °C 

for 5 min and finally the mixture was diluted with 84 µL water. 6µL of the final sample 

solution were applied into the designated sample wells on the CGE-chip and 

electrokinetically injected. For molecular mass determination a protein ladder consisting of 

well defined proteins (provided in the Agilent Technologies kit) was treated in the same 

way.  

 

SDS-PAGE for optimization of salt/detergent removal  

For analysis of protein samples under reducing conditions 6 µL sample solution, 3 µL 

NuPage LDS sample buffer (4×) and 3 µL 0.1 M DTT were mixed, incubated for 1 min at 

99 °C and cooled down to room temperature. 10 µL of the resulting mixture were applied 

directly onto the slab gel. For molecular mass estimation the HiMark protein standard 

mixture was applied onto the gel additionally. A mixture containing 6 µL HiMark protein 

standard, 3 µL LDS sample buffer (4×) and 3 µL water were directly applied onto the gel. 

Electrophoresis was performed on a 3-8 % Tris-Acetate, 1mm × 10 wells NuPage precast 

mini gel (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) using freshly prepared Tris-Acetate SDS 

running buffer. Constant voltage was set to 150 V, after 70 min the separation was stopped. 

Directly after the separation the gel was placed in a fixing solution (45 % MeOH, 5 % 

acetic acid) for 30 min and subsequently stained with a Coomassie staining solution (0.1 % 

CBB R250, 45 % MeOH, 9 % acetic acid) for 45 min. Finally the gel was placed in a 

destaining solution (45 % MeOH, 9 % acetic acid) for 45 min, within this time frame the 

gel background became completely clear and distinct protein bands became visible. 

 

Sample preparation methods for nano ES GEMMA analysis 

Due to the differing buffer compositions containing a high amount of salts, additives and 

detergents the three rvWF samples had to be desalted/purified prior to application to the 

nano ES GEMMA device. Three different desalting approaches were evaluated, membrane 

centrifugation, size exclusion chromatography and dialysis with a starting volume of 300 

µL. For membrane centrifugation Nanosep™ centrifugal devices with a MW cut off of 
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3000 Da (Pall Corporation, Ann Arbor, MI, USA) were used. 300 µL rvWF sample 

solution were spinned down 20 min at 5000 rpm, the residue was washed once with 100 

µL 20 mM ammonium acetate buffer (pH 6.8) and resuspended in 300 µL 20 mM 

ammonium acetate buffer (pH 6.8). Size exclusion chromatography was performed with 

MicroSpin™ G-25 columns (GE Healthcare, Little Chalfont, UK). The volume applied onto 

the MicroSpin™ column is limited, thus two 150 µL aliquots rvWF solution were desalted. 

Both aliquots were desalted twice for 2 min at 2000 rpm, each time using a new spin 

column. Prior to application to the GEMMA the aliquots were combined again, resulting in 

approx. 300 µL. Dialysis of rvWF preparations was performed in Slide-A-Lyzer® dialysis 

cassettes with a MW cut off of 10.000 Da (Pierce, Rockford, IL, USA). 300 µL rvWF 

solution were diluted to a volume of 1.5 mL and filled into the dialysis cassette, which 

remained floating approximately 24 h in the dialysis solution (20 mM ammonium acetate, 

pH 6.8). Possible rvWF loss monitoring during desalting/purifying procedure was done by 

means of the described SDS-PAGE method. 

Prior to accurate molecular mass determination of rvWF monomers by nano ES GEMMA 

analysis reduction of the disulfide bonds (which are responsible for the dimer and multimer 

formation in the native state) was necessary.  

Recombinant vWF sample solutions were finally once desalted with MicroSpin™ G-25, 

and afterwards 2 % (w/v) SDS and 0.15 % (w/v) DTT were added followed by incubation 

for 1 min at 99 °C (reduction process). Prior to the GEMMA analysis SDS and DTT was 

removed by further two MicroSpin™ G-25 desalting steps. 

 

Nano ES GEMMA 

The nano ES GEMMA system (TSI 3980) consists of a nano ES charge reduction unit (TSI 

3480), a nano differential mobility analyzer (nDMA; TSI 3080) and an ultrafine 

condensation particle counter (µCPC; TSI 3025A) as detector (all parts from TSI Inc, 

Shoreview, MN, USA). Multiply charged ions are generated by the nano electrospray unit 

and charge reduced by a bipolar atmosphere generated by means of Polonium-210 to yield 

neutral and singly positive and negative charged molecules. The molecular ions are size 

separated according to their electrophoretic mobility diameter (EMD) within a flow of 

particle-free air in the nDMA and detected with the µCPC. For molecular mass 

determination of rvWF first the EMD of several well defined standard proteins were 

determined and correlated with their molecular mass. Based on the resulting relationship 
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between EMD and molecular mass, the size of unknown biomolecules as the rvWF were 

determined and subsequently the molecular mass was derived 34, 37.  

The settings of the nano ES source were 2 kV spray voltage and 0.3 L/min CO2 (99.995 %, 

Air Liquide, Schwechat, Austria)/1 L/min compressed air (generated by compressor type 

Hobby-Star 200W, AGRE, Garsten-St. Ulrich, Austria) were applied to operate the 

instrument in a stable cone-jet mode for the used ammonium acetate buffer (20 mM, pH 

6.8). A fused silica capillary with an inner diameter of 150 nm was used and the tip of the 

spray needle exhibited an angle of 75º. The ES process was operated in the positive ion 

mode. Ten to twenty scans (120 s per scan) across the whole size range were averaged for 

each final nano ES GEMMA spectrum presented in this paper.  

 

Sample preparation for MALDI mass spectrometry 

For reduction of the disulfide bridges of the rvWF dimers and multimers 10 µL original 

sample solution were mixed with 0.5 µL 10 % LDS (w/v) and 1 µL 1 M DTT. The 

resulting mixture was vortexed thoroughly, spinned down and incubated at 99 °C for 1 

min. Afterwards sample desalting/purification was performed with ZipTip™ pipette tips 

containing a hydrophilic HPL resin (Millipore, Bedford, MA, USA). First 10 µL solution 

A (ACN/ 0.1 % FA, 9:1, v/v) were mixed with the sample solution. For wetting the HPL 

stationary phase 10 µL of solution B (ACN, 0.1 % FA, 1:1, v/v) were aspirated and 

dispensed to waste. Equilibration of the resin was obtained by aspirating and dispensing 

plain solution A three times. The sample was bound to the resin by aspirating and 

dispensing the sample solution seven times. To remove all interfering salts, additives and 

detergents the tip was washed with plain solution A ten times. Finally the protein was 

eluted with 2 to 4 µL MALDI matrix solution (10 mg THAP dissolved in 1 mL 0.1 % 

TFA/ACN (1:1, v/v) solution). For MALDI MS analysis 0.5 µL of the resulting 

sample/matrix solution were applied onto the often used as well as washed stainless steel 

MALDI target. Calibration was performed externally by using the Invitromass high 

molecular weight mass calibration kit. The calibration kit was applied according to the 

manufacturer´s instructions.  

 

MALDI mass spectrometry 

All MALDI TOF MS experiments were carried out on an AXIMA TOF² (Shimadzu 

Biotech Kratos Analytical, Manchester, UK) equipped with a nitrogen laser (λ = 337 nm). 
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The instrument was operated in positive ion, linear mode without using pulsed extraction. 

Each mass spectrum was acquired by averaging 50 to 200 unselected and consecutive laser 

shots. Prior to data analysis the mass spectra were smoothed with Savitsky-Golay 

algorithm. 

 

Results and Discussion 
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Figure 5.1: CGE-on-the-chip electropherogramms of rvWF samples A, B and C under 

reducing conditions without prepurification. (FU, fluorescence units, s, seconds in 

migration time).  

 

To obtain first information about the homogeneity of rvWF samples CGE-on-the-chip was 

utilized. Without any particular sample preparation and within a short time span (60 s run 

time) data of rvWF samples A, B and C (Figure 5.1) were obtained, revealing that each 
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sample contains two peaks representing different rvWF species. Based on the determined 

molecular mass of these peaks, which has to be treated in case of glycoproteins with great 

caution, mature rvWF with a determined molecular mass of 277 kDa and due to 

incomplete enzymatic cleavage a varying amount of pro-rvWF with a molecular mass of 

341 kDa was determined and assigned. Sample A contained as main component pro-rvWF 

and to a minor extent mature rvWF (see Figure 5.1, top). But the electropherogramms of 

sample B and C, two different preparations, exhibited as dominating form mature rvWF 

and only very low amounts of pro-rvWF. After this first and fast evaluation a more detailed 

characterization was performed utilizing nano ES GEMMA and MALDI TOF MS. 

Due to differing buffer compositions containing high amounts of salts and detergents 

interfering with the nano ES process rvWF samples had to be desalted prior to nano ES 

GEMMA analysis. Three different approaches, membrane centrifugation (Nanosep™ 3K), 

size exclusion chromatography (MicroSpin™ G-25) and dialysis (Slide-A-Lyzer® 10K) 

were evaluated using rvWF sample A. Glycoprotein recovery after the desalting procedure 

was monitored with SDS-PAGE under reducing conditions.  
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Figure 5.2: SDS-PAGE image of rvWF sample A under reducing conditions without and 

after MicroSpin™ desalting procedure. 
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Figure 5.2 shows the SDS-PAGE data comparing rvWF sample A without desalting (lane 

2) and desalted two times with Microspin™ G-25 (size exclusion chromatography) columns 

(lane 3). Untreated rvWF sample A shows two protein bands at approximately 269 kDa 

and 339 kDa, confirming the data achieved by CGE-on-the-chip. Size exclusion 

chromatography (MicroSpin™ G-25) of rvWF sample A also yielded two distinct protein 

bands, slightly fainter than the protein bands obtained from the untreated sample. Dialysis 

of rvWF samples resulted in extensive sample loss, most likely caused by adsorption of the 

highly adhesive rvWF to the dialysis membrane. Hardly any analyte loss compared to the 

untreated sample was obtained by the membrane centrifugation (Nanosep™ 3K) device; 

two distinct protein bands could be observed again. Due to the faster procedure (4 min) 

compared particular to the membrane centrifugation and the satisfying desalting/purifying 

efficiency MicroSpin™ G-25 (size exclusion chromatography) columns were used for 

further experiments related to the nano ES GEMMA. Even though rvWF sample B and C 

were provided in a differing buffer system comparable desalting/purifying efficiency could 

be obtained by utilizing MicroSpin™ G-25 (size exclusion chromatography) columns (data 

not shown). 

Figure 5.3 shows nano ES GEMMA spectra of reduced rvWF samples A to C differing in 

rvWF concentrations. GEMMA spectra of rvWF sample A (Figure 5.3, top) shows an 

intensive peak at 11.9 nm (± 1.6 %) corresponding to a molecular mass of 298.8 kDa, 

whereas rvWF sample B (Figure 5.3, center) and C (Figure 5.3, bottom) yield peaks at 10.9 

nm corresponding to a molecular mass of 227 kDa (± 2.5 %). According to CGE-on-the-

chip as well as SDS-PAGE data rvWF sample A contains two compounds whereas the 

high molecular mass compound is the dominating compound (see Figure 5.1, top 

electropherogramm). In principle, the nano ES GEMMA spectrum should exhibit two 

peaks, mature rvWF at 11.3 nm and pro-rvWF at 12.7 nm, both values back-calculated 

from obtained MALDI TOF data. Unfortunately, the resolution of the used nDMA is not 

high enough to clearly separate both molecular ions (mainly due to the low number of 

voltage steps in this sizing region). What could be determined was a peak maximum of 

11.8 nm, which turned out to be the average value between 10.9 nm (based on GEMMA 

data of sample B and C) and 12.7 nm (the base for this value were MALDI TOF data). 

Samples B and C contain mainly mature and practically no pro-rvWF which was also 

found in their nano ES GEMMA spectra. The concentration of the latter species is 

negligible as also corroborated by the CGE-on-the-chip data. Nevertheless differences 
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(peak width and a reproducible fine structure) between samples B and C can be detected 

and might be indicative for unknown sample differences. 
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Figure 5.3: Nano ES GEMMA spectra of rvWF samples A, B and C after reduction of 

disulfide bridges and desalting with MicroSpin™ devices. 

 

The second technique for the characterization of the intact glycoprotein rvWF utilized, was 

MALDI-TOF MS. Due to its relative (compared to nano ES) high tolerance against salts 

and detergents no extensive sample desalting/purification was necessary in contrast to the 

nano ES GEMMA method. After reduction of disulfide bonds to obtain the rvWF 

monomers, salts and detergents were removed by a commonly used ZipTip desalting 

approach.  
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Figure 5.4: Positive ion MALDI mass spectra obtained in the linear mode of rvWF 

samples A, B and C. M indicates mature rvWF and P indicates pro-rvWF.  

 

Figure 5.4 shows the positive ion MALDI mass spectra of rvWF samples A to C after the 

desalting step. Every mass spectrum yields singly as well as multiply charged molecular 

ions, complicating data interpretation in case of samples containing the already mentioned 

two rvWF species. [M + H]+ (m/z 256100), [M + 2H]2+ (m/z 127800) and [M + 3H]3+ (m/z 

87600) ions of mature rvWF and [P + 2H]2+ (m/z 174400), [P + 3H]3+ (m/z 118100) and [P 

+ 4H]4+ (m/z 87600) ions of pro-rvWF were detected in the positive ion mass spectrum of 

rvWF sample A (see Figure 5.4, top). The singly charged molecular ion of pro-rvWF could 

not be detected reliably. Due to the low mass spectrometric resolution doubly charged 

mature rvWF (m/z 127800) and triply charged pro-rvWF species (m/z 118100) could not 

be completely separated, resulting in a broad signal with two maxima (nevertheless a 

differentiation was possible). Triply charged mature and quadruply charged pro-rvWF 

species could not be separated at all, because the determined m/z values are practically 
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identical (m/z 87000). MALDI mass spectra of rvWF sample B and C (Figure 5.4, center 

and bottom) containing mainly mature rvWF (as already determined by CGE-on-the-chip, 

Figure 5.1) and only very low amounts of pro-rvWF, show singly (m/z 249000), doubly 

(m/z 125600) and triply (m/z 85600) charged molecular ions of mature rvWF with 

excellent S/N ratios, but also the doubly charged molecular ion of pro-rvWF (m/z 169300 

sample B and m/z 167200 sample C) could be detected, but with very low abundance.  

 

Sample Nano ES GEMMA MALDI-TOF MS CGE-on-the-chip 

 Mature Pro Mature Pro Mature Pro 

A 298.81 256.1 349.8 277.8 341.9 

B 227.4 - 249.1 338.6 277.2 342.5 

C 227.4 - 248.9 334.6 276.5 341.3 

 

Table 5.1: Summary of molecular weight data for rvWF obtained by nano ES GEMMA, 

MALDI-TOF MS and CGE-on-the-chip. 1 mixture of mature and pro-rvWF species. 

 

Table 5.1 summarizes molecular mass data obtained by nano ES GEMMA, MALDI-TOF 

MS and CGE-on-the-chip. By means of external mass calibration of the MALDI-TOF 

mass spectrometer an accurate molecular mass determination of rvWF species was 

possible with a mass precision of ± 0.8 %. Comparison of the obtained molecular mass 

values with calculated values (based on the amino acid sequence of vWF 38) stated in 

literature 3, 307 kDa for the pro-vWF and 226 kDa for the mature vWF (both values 

without post translational modifications) results in a Δm of 27 to 43 kDa for pro-rvWF and 

a Δm of 30 to 34 kDa for mature rvWF. These Δm values account mainly for the 

carbohydrate moiety of the rvWF, yielding a glycosylation degree of 8 to 12 % for pro-

rvWF and 12 to 14 % for mature rvWF. Contrary to MALDI TOF MS a separation of 

mature and pro-rvWF species present in sample A was not possible as already mentioned 

by the nanoES GEMMA analysis. Due to lower resolution, only a mixture of both species 

could be detected at 11.9 nm, resulting in a molecular mass of 298.8 kDa (± 1.6 %). This 

could be confirmed by back-calculation from MALDI MS data, 256.1 kDa (mature rvWF) 

and 349.8 kDa (pro-rvWF) yielding an EMD of 11.3 nm respectively 12.6 nm. A mixture 

of both species would yield an EMD of 11.95 nm corresponding to a molecular mass of 
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299.5 kDa. Also sample B and C contain mature and pro-rvWF species, but in contrast to 

sample A the concentration of the latter is very low, therefore only mature rvWF species 

was detected in nano ES GEMMA analysis resulting in a molecular mass of 227.4 kDa (± 

2.5 %). Due to the great influence of post translational modifications of rvWF, particularly 

glycosylation and sulfation, on the capillary gel electrophoresis no reliable molecular mass 

data 39 could be obtained by CGE-on-the-chip, despite the following values could be 

determined: approx. 277 kDa for mature rvWF and 341 kDa for pro-rvWF.  

 

Conclusion 
 

Two analytical methods dedicated for molecular mass determination were used for 

characterization of three rvWF samples provided in differing glycoprotein concentrations 

and buffer systems, nano ES GEMMA and MALDI TOF MS. Prior to detailed 

characterization with MALDI TOF MS and nano ES GEMMA the sample homogeneity of 

the three rvWF solutions was investigated by means of CGE-on-the-chip with a laser 

induced fluorescence detector under reducing conditions revealing two compounds 

(molecular mass of approx. 277 kDa and 341 kDa) present in each sample at varying 

extent, namely mature and pro-rvWF.  

External MS mass calibration allows determination of exact molecular mass, hence most 

accurate data, compared to literature (~226 kDa for mature and ~307 kDa for pro-vWF, 

based on the plain amino acid sequence), were achieved by MALDI-TOF MS, 256.1 kDa 

(± 0.8 %, based on singly charged molecular ions) for mature rvWF and 349.8 kDa (± 0.8 

%, based on doubly charged molecular ions) for pro-rvWF. Hence compared to the 

molecular mass data stated in literature (based on the plain amino acid sequence), mass 

differences of 30 to 34 kDa (mature rvWF) and 27 to 43 kDa (pro-rvWF) were obtained, 

which correspond to the 22 N- and O-glycans of rvWF, resulting in a glycosylation degree 

of 12 to 14 % for mature and of 8 to 12 % for pro-rvWF. Due to the lower resolution of the 

nDMA no separation of mature and pro-rvWF was possible for nano ES GEMMA analysis 

of rvWF sample A. Only a mixture of both species could be detected at 11.9 nm 

corresponding to a molecular mass of 298.8 kDa (± 1.6 %), whereas nano ES GEMMA 

analysis of rvWF samples B and C containing pro-rvWF in a minor concentration resulted 

in the detection of the mature rvWF with a molecular mass of 227.4 kDa (± 2.5 %), 

corresponding to a size of 10.9 nm. In general, due to the required desalting/purification of 
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the rvWF samples determination of accurate molecular mass by means of nano ES 

GEMMA is more labor and time intensive (desalting with MicroSpin™ G-25 columns (1x), 

reduction and denaturation, desalting with MicroSpin™ G-25 columns (2x)) than by 

MALDI-TOF MS (reduction and denaturation, desalting/purification with ZipTip™ pipette 

tips). Hence, due to the faster and easier sample preparation MALDI-TOF MS is more 

suitable for accurate molecular mass determination of high molecular mass analytes 

provided in highly salt and detergents containing buffer systems.  
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